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DEGREE PROGRAM PROPOSAL 
  
Bachelor of Arts in Sustainability, University of Dayton 
 
 
 
1.    Rationale for the Program, de nition of the focus of the Program and a brief description of its 
disciplinary purpose and signi cance, including unique features (e.g., international study, service 
learning, research, etc.) 
 
The Sustainability Program at the University of Dayton proposes to establish a Bachelor of Arts in 
Sustainability in the College of Arts and Sciences (CAS). The major will be a new o ering in the Sustainability 
Program, complementing the existing minor in Sustainability, Energy and Environment, a 12-credit-hour 
Graduate Certi cate in Sustainability, and a proposed Bachelor of Science in Sustainability. The rationale for the 
new BA in Sustainability  includes (1)  t with the University of Dayton mission, the CAS strategic plan, and the 
gift from George and Amanda Hanley that challenged the University to become a national leader in 
sustainability education; (ii) the high level of student interest and faculty expertise in Sustainability; (iii) 
compatibility with other current bachelor of science degrees in CAS for students seeking a double-major; and 
(iv) increased opportunity for post-baccalaureate employment and graduate study in the emerging  eld of 
Sustainability. While the Bachelor of Science in Sustainability is a stand-alone degree, this proposal is being 
submitted in conjunction with the concomitant degree, the Bachelor of Arts in Sustainability. 
The University of Dayton is strategically well positioned to create an innovative one-of-a-kind program 
in the emerging  eld of Sustainability. The proposed Bachelor of Arts in Sustainability (Appendix A), builds on 
initial progress already made at UD in establishing a truly interdisciplinary initiative that enables students to 
prepare for today’s workforce in this growing area. Students in the new major will claim strong ownership of 
their degree and be given freedom to choose vocational pathways that prepare them to creatively look for 
solutions to complex societal challenges.  
 
Mission fit 
The Bachelor of Art in Sustainability educates for civic engagement, not just through its subject matter, 
but also by incorporating dynamic learning environments through team-taught courses, and experiential 
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learning labs that enable community based experiential learning (CAS Strategic Goal 3), by o ering a wide range 
of study abroad opportunities, including academic exchange with our Marianist sister universities, St. Mary’s 
University in San Antonio and Chaminade University in Honolulu (CAS Strategic Goals 4, 5), and by creating a 
rigorous curriculum shaped by a student’s vocational pursuit, which crosses traditional disciplinary boundaries 
(CAS Strategic Goals 1, 2). The sense of purpose instilled in the curricular design of the BA in Sustainability is a 
manifestation of how the University of Dayton can be a university for the common good. Partnerships with the 
Hanley Sustainability Institute (HSI) and the Fitz Center will provide a vehicle for practical action in the form 
of experiential learning across disciplines in the community as well as for students to take part in cross-cutting 
research connected to the campus, as well as the local and global community. 
  
Student interest and faculty expertise 
  Since the establishment of the minor in Sustainability, Energy, and Environment in 2010, student 
interest has remained very strong in this  eld; currently, there are 105 students minoring in SEE. Growing 
engagement in Sustainability is not only evident in student interest, but also seen through the variety of course 
o erings, the number of new faculty hires working in Sustainability, and in the proli c research portfolio of the 
University of Dayton in Sustainability-related research. According to the 2018 UD campus STARS report, 
approximately 17% of faculty are engaged in sustainability research or scholarship, representing 78% of all 
academic departments. These trends are exempli ed by UD receiving a STARS rating of Gold, supported by 
earning 100% of the credits in the category of Academic Research, which further attests to the interest and 
expertise of UD faculty in this area. The BA in Sustainability will also make use of the richness of 
community/campus partnerships focused on sustainability, with the capacity to deeply add to the education of 
the students in the major. 
  
Compatibility with other Bachelor of Arts programs 
  Through collaboration and deliberate consideration of how the BA in Sustainability can enhance 
student learning and preparedness for future employment, it is possible for students to double-major in 
Sustainability and another  eld of study. For example, students majoring in International Studies or Human 
Rights Studies are also able to major in Sustainability and complete both degrees within four years of study. This 
has led to the development of the BA in Sustainability as compatible with related disciplines. (Appendix B) 
  
Increased post-baccalaureate opportunities for graduates 
  There are three unique features of this program that will mark its graduates as particularly competitive 
in the emerging  eld of Sustainability: (1) the major’s high level of interdisciplinarity, which requires students to 
take courses that incorporate mathematics, economics, and the natural sciences,  in addition to requiring a 
rigorous liberal arts curriculum; (2) its placement of experiential learning as central to the degree, delivered 
through newly developed “experiential learning labs” speci cally designed to incorporate community-based 
experiential learning into Sustainability courses; (3) its pedagogy-there are only a handful of ‘built from scratch’ 
degrees in Sustainability in the US. Of those, even fewer o er a Bachelor of Arts degree that integrates arts, 
humanities, and social science to such an extent. Furthermore, in collaboration with other academic programs 
and the Hanley Sustainability Institute, the University of Dayton is well poised to become a leader in 
sustainability education. This will make our graduates well prepared for entry into graduate programs in 
Sustainability, which are emerging at rapid rates, as well as speci c graduate programs in urban studies, public 
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policy, environmental studies, and new graduate programs in sustainability,  as their mathematical and 
science-based courses prepare them for further study in those areas. (Appendix C) 
 
2.    Description of the e ect and actions to be taken on other degree programs and departments that 
are impacted by the proposed degree program. 
 
Internal Structure of the Sustainability Program 
Dedicated faculty resources for teaching in the Program are: (1) the Program Director (typically 
delivering one course per semester), and (2) a lecturer housed in the Hanley Sustainability Institute (typically 
delivering three courses per semester) who is also the Coordinator for the Graduate Certi cate in Sustainability. 
Other faculty are drawn from across units in the university to deliver the course curriculum. (Appendix D) 
Advising of undergraduates currently is the responsibility of the Sustainability Program Director, who 
administers the minor in Sustainability, Energy and the Environment, and will oversee the BS and BA degrees. 
We request that an additional lecturer in Sustainability be created to assist in delivering the curriculum, advising 
and mentoring students, and coordinating experiential learning for the program. (See Section 8, below). 
 
Administrative Structure : 
 The Sustainability Program is a program within the College of Arts and Science (CAS). The Dean of 
the College appoints and oversees the work of the Sustainability Program director. Following the model of other 
programs in the college (Women’s and Gender Studies, Human Rights Studies, International Studies, Pre-law) 
the director is responsible for the administration and oversight of the program, including student advising, 
scheduling courses, promoting the degrees o ered, curricular development, course assessment and CAP 
approval of courses, etc. 
 
In line with other CAS programs, administration of the Sustainability Program is also facilitated by the 
Sustainability Program Advisory Committee; the Director of the Hanley Sustainability Institute serves on this 
committee. Perhaps unique to this committee is that its membership draws from departments outside of CAS, 
including the Schools of Engineering, Health and Sports Sciences, and Business. The Sustainability Program 
Advisory Committee is appointed and convened by the Program director. Members of the Committee also 
engage deeply in the strategic planning of the Program, pursue action items, such as faculty/facilities 
collaborations, and propose new initiatives. The Advisory Committee conducts a curricular review of new 
courses and changes to existing courses. 
 
Faculty Service to the Program 
The Sustainability Program includes faculty representation not only from the College, but also from 
the Schools of Business, Engineering, and Education and Health Sciences. The advisory committee for the 
Sustainability program also has representatives from each of these units, which will allow for continued 
consultation and collaboration with other departments to address issues of sta ng and impact. (Appendix  E) 
 
Departmental Contributions to the Program 
All students earning the BA degree will take a set of core courses in Sustainability. Some of these courses 
are connected to speci c departments, through double-numbering (SEE 303/VAR 333), CAP designation (SEE 
401, SEE 402, Advanced Philosophy), or curricular design (SEE 301, ASI 320). These departments may be 
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tasked to o er more sections of these courses as the major grows. Currently, several departments dedicate faculty 
to teach courses that are o ered as Sustainability courses. Historically these departments have been Biology, 
English, Geology, Health Science, History, Mechanical Engineering, Philosophy, Physics, Political Science, 
Sociology, Theater Arts, and Visual Arts and Design. Currently, the Hanley Sustainability Institute also provides 
a lecturer to teach exclusively in the Sustainability Program. 
Departments o ering a greater number of courses in the Urban Sustainability Track and the Food 
Systems Track of the BA degree will be impacted by student enrollment. Speci cally, the Departments of 
Economics, Health Science, History, Philosophy, Sociology, and Visual Arts and Design will be the most 
impacted by the launch of the BA degree in SEE. (Appendix D) 
 
Impact Through Student Enrollment 
The SEE minor has drawn students from all areas of the College of Arts and Sciences, and from the 
School of Engineering, School of Business, and School of Education and Health Sciences. We anticipate that a 
similarly wide range of students will express interest in the Sustainability major. Some of these students may be 
able to complete a double major in complementary programs. We are anticipating a combined (both BA and BS) 
enrollment of 25 new students per year within the  rst three years.   
 
3.    Prospective enrollment, including supporting evidence. 
 
A report prepared by Hanover Research for the University of Dayton in 2013 and then updated in 
2016 describes the potential market for a sustainability program. They found that “sustainability-focused 
bachelor’s degrees have grown signi cantly … highlight[ing] a broader trend in increasing sustainability-focused 
o erings across higher education,” and that “student interest … appears to be the major driver of program 
expansion.” However, “despite this growth, few of these bachelor’s o erings are solely focused on sustainability, 
such as the proposed program at the University of Dayton,” which the report identi es as a market opportunity. 
The Hanover report is attached as supporting material. (Appendix J) 
That prediction of growing student interest has been born out through enrollment in the 
Sustainability, Energy and Environment minor, which has seen continuing growth.   In  2015-2016, 20 students 
graduated with the minor; 2016-2017, 24 graduates; and  2017-2018, 28 graduates .  Courses o ered in 
Sustainability, Energy and the Environment have experienced strong enrollments (Appendix F). For the 
purposes of resource mapping, it is estimated that eventually, 25 students per year (BA and BS combined) will 
matriculate into the Sustainability Program, declaring a major in Sustainability,  as either a primary or second 
major.   
The current distribution of students earning the minor based on an academic major is diverse; however, 
approximately two-thirds are students pursuing a degree in the natural sciences or engineering, aligning with the 
proposed tracks in Sustainable Watersheds and Energy. This indicates that of a pool of 25 total students earning 
either a BS or BA degree in Sustainability, more students will pursue the BS degree. The growing number of 
Undeclared Arts students entering the University provide an opportunity for recruitment into the Bachelor of 
Arts major. There is no evidence to show if a particular track of study would be preferred (Urban Sustainability 
or Food Studies). Therefore, of the 25 students,  a possible distribution of students would be: 15 earning the BS 
degree, several of those earning the BS as a second major, pursuing the Sustainable Watershed track; 10 
matriculating into the BA program, with even division between the two tracks (5 students in each track).  It is 
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expected that o ering two sections of SEE 250: Introduction to Sustainability will be adequate during the 
launch phase to address possible enrollment pressure from students earning either a minor or bachelor's degree.  
 
4.    E orts to attract and retain students from underrepresented groups. 
 
The College of Arts and Sciences has had a sustained collaboration with Enrollment Management and 
the O ce of Multicultural A airs to support the recruitment e orts of diverse students.  Recruitment e orts 
include planning for OMA overnights; Flyer Promise recruitment, orientation, and support; priority is also 
placed on including diverse students at admissions fairs and admitted student events.  These e orts have helped 
to increase the numbers of domestically diverse students across all of our majors in the College.  The College also 
invests resources in retaining multicultural students through training advisors in best practices; collaborating 
with OMA to provide lunches, mentoring, tutoring, and social opportunities; and collaborating with the O ce 
of Equity Compliance in cases where students have faced discrimination in the classroom.  Overall percentages 
of diverse students from under-represented groups have steadily increased from 13.7% of the overall student 
population in 2016 to 18.4% in 2018. (Appendix K)  This commitment to recruiting diverse students and 
supporting the conditions for their success will be a focus of the Sustainability Studies Program as well. 
  These e orts are substantial for a newly launched program, but are certainly not enough. With the 
assistance of the University’s Vice President for Diversity and Inclusion, the Program will work to attract and 
retain students from underrepresented groups in the following ways (other strategies most certainly will be 
developed in the future as the Program develops): 
  
(1)    Faculty workshops in inclusive pedagogy and programmatic training in retention strategies, working under 
the direction of the O ce for Diversity and Inclusion.   
 
(2)    E orts to work with Enrollment Management to speci cally recruit students from underrepresented 
groups. 
  
(3)   Plans to create a pathway for UD Sinclair Academy will be developed to create more opportunities for local 
students from diverse backgrounds. 
 
We have asked Hideo Tsuchida, Director of Institutional Partnerships and Program Development, to 
take a preliminary look at the proposed BA and BS in Sustainability to see if we could create UD Sinclair 
Academy pathways.  His response indicates that some of the concentrations will be challenging, but are 
promising.  For instance, the BS pathway could be built from the pathways that have been approved for 
engineering.  The BA concentrations will require more creativity, but he did think that we can explore options 
using existing pathways or to create a new pathway.  These pathways will take a signi cant amount of planning, 
but the program is committed to  nding pathways by working with Sinclair College and our Director of 
Institutional Partnerships and Program Development. 
The Bachelor of Arts capstone experience for the Sustainability degree presents an innovative model for 
integrating diversity and inclusion in the classroom, which also creates an environment for learning that can 
strengthen the retention of students from diverse groups. This course includes both learning about diversity and 
inclusion and practicing/building competencies around inclusivity and working with diverse others. (Appendix 
G)  
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 5. Evidence of need for the new major or degree, including the opportunities for employment of 
graduates. 
 
Sustainability is a growing, interdisciplinary  eld with job opportunities in the sciences, social sciences,                           
and humanities. According to a 2017 report published by the Environmental Defense Fund and Climate Corps,                               
“sustainability now collectively represents an estimated 4 - 4.5 million jobs in the U.S., up from 3.4 million in                                     
2011.” These jobs range from environmental education, city planning, to communications director, or business                           
manager for an organization or business engaged in sustainability.  
As businesses, governments, non-pro ts, and educational institutes further embed sustainability into                     
their mission, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) projects that this growth rate will continue to rise for                                     
many sustainability careers. A report published by Forbes,  TURNING POINT: Corporate Progress on The Ceres                             
Roadmap for Sustainability , found that “nearly two thirds of the more than 600 companies have committed to                                 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions, and more than half of the companies assessed now have formal policies to                                 
manage water resources, and nearly half have policies to protect the rights of their workers.” They also found                                   
that in the United States alone, “sustainable investing grew by 33 percent since 2014 to reach $8 trillion in 2016,                                       
and will represent an estimated 4.5 percent of GDP by 2050.” Similarly, the 2017 State of Sustainable Business                                   
Responsibility, conducted by the Business of Social Responsibility (BSR), shows that over half of the                             
participating companies placed “sustainability” as one of the top- ve corporate agenda priorities (see  gure                           
below).  
 
 
  The University of Dayton has an opportunity to build on current strengths to create a dynamic and 
relevant stand-alone Sustainability major that will provide pathways for further graduate study and for 
preparation for sustainability careers for those students wanting to move immediately into the workplace. 
  Student demand for sustainability degrees continues to be strong as re ected in Hanover research 
conducted in 2013 and updated in 2016, “Compared to growth for bachelor’s degrees across all disciplines (2.5 
percent), sustainability bachelor’s degrees have experienced just above nine percent annualized growth over the 
past  ve years”  Many of our students minoring in Sustainability, Energy and Environment (SEE) have gone on 
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to graduate school programs in sustainability around the country. For the Bachelor of Arts degree, the 
integration of experiential learning deepens student education, while creating a positive impact on initiatives in 
communities both locally and around the globe. This integration, facilitated by o ering experiential learning 
labs (SEE 398L) will help to di erentiate our program, make it attractive to students, and provide skills that 
employers value.   Jobs in sustainability are growing. According to the 2016 Hanover report, “National 
occupational projections exhibit above-average growth – 9.8 percent for all sustainability occupations as 
compared to 6.5 percent growth across all occupations,” and that “Companies, municipalities and universities’ 
institutions are assessing the environmental impact of how they operate and devoting resources to adopt 
sustainable practices. As a result, they need people with expertise in sustainability best practices and strategies to 
make this transformation happen.”  We also expect that many of the students will choose Sustainability as a 
second major. This will be particularly advantageous to science majors who may seek to broaden their viability 
on the job market. 
 
6. Identi cation and discussion of similar programs at the University and peer institutions. 
 
  The Hanover report mentioned above also notes that “[t]wenty-one of the University of Dayton’s peers 
and competitors have developed AASHE listed sustainability-focused programs, ” so our competitors have 
clearly noted the desirability of having such a program, with one of the key reasons being that “[s]tudent interest 
in sustainability-focused bachelor’s programs appears to be the major driver of program expansion.”  Although 
our competitors have these programs in place, ours o ers unique areas of focus and integration of experiential 
learning and interdisciplinary course-work that is not found in other programs. (Appendix J) 
In addition, over the past several years we have had students design their own degree programs related to 
sustainability, precisely because they could not  nd an existing program that met their needs and presented them 
with a way to answer questions about which they are passionate. We have heard from students that there would 
be interest in establishing a separate sustainability major. Degrees at many other universities certainly have their 
strengths for students desiring a vocation in sustainability, particularly as it applies to the environmental 
sciences. However, those programs can lack the integration of multiple disciplinary knowledges and perspectives 
so necessary to study and produce scholarship in sustainability, which is inherently interdisciplinary and 
interconnected. This degree o ers those interconnections in an intentional way by drawing on skills-, 
knowledge- and methods-based courses from multiple disciplines, or by bringing scholars from those disciplines 
together in the classroom.  
 
7. Description of the proposed curriculum. 
 
Students in the Sustainability major will receive a broad exposure to sustainability topics from many 
di erent disciplinary perspectives, as well as a depth of learning in one of two concentrations designated as 
“tracks.” A set of core courses ful lling CAP General Education requirements will provide general introductory 
breadth in the  rst two years. 
Courses selected from a variety of disciplines will contribute to the depth of learning in one 
concentration, or track. Students will declare a track within the major. All students earning the BA complete the 
same foundational liberal studies curriculum, including language study. The foundational courses required of all 
students earning a Bachelor of Arts in Sustainability incorporates courses from several disciplines; study includes 
courses in data analysis, statistics, geographical information systems (GIS) and ecology, as well as in advanced 
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writing, and philosophy (integrated into the major capstone course). The two tracks for the BA in Sustainability, 
“Food Studies” and “Urban Sustainability,” provide a more focused, vocationally determined set of courses that 
would prepare graduates for work in a related  eld or further graduate study. For example, students pursuing the 
“Urban Sustainability” track will be well prepared to pursue a further degree in Urban Planning.  
For the complete curriculum, please see Appendix A.  The curriculum was approved by the College of 
Arts and Sciences Academic A airs Committee on April 28, 2018. See Appendix B for a sample course of study 
for both the Food Studies & Urban Sustainability Concentration, including the feasibility to double-major in 
Sustainability and another discipline.  
 
8. Availability and adequacy of the sta , faculty, information resources, and facilities, including 
library resources; administrative arrangements for the proposed program. 
  
The projected faculty and sta  needs are as follows: 
Additional dedicated teaching staff 
According to the Faculty Resource Map (Appendix D) generated to determine faculty needs, it will be 
possible to initially launch the BA in Sustainability upon approval. However, certain new faculty hires are being 
requested who will serve students earning either the BA or BS degree in Sustainability, in order to meet demand 
posed by estimated target enrollments. There will be a speci c need for an additional nine-month faculty 
member to assist in the delivery of core courses required of all Sustainability majors (BA and BS ), such as SEE 
280: Sustainable Communities, and to help deliver the experiential learning component of both majors. This 
additional faculty line has been requested as a lecturer hire (request submitted January 3rd, 2019).   
  
Additional administrative staff 
Currently, the Hanley Sustainability Institute funds an administrative assistant that serves the 
Sustainability Program, as well. Additional resources requested include an undergraduate o ce assistant 
accounted for in the Program budget, and a full-time Program administrative assistant funded through the 
Sustainability Program once the number of majors in the Program (BA and BS) meets a target of 25 students in 
total.   
 
Establishment of a mechanism for faculty teaching courses that are part of the Sustainability, Energy and 
Environment curriculum 
We have proposed that the dedication of faculty to teach Sustainability courses or courses in their 
departments that service the Sustainability majors be articulated through memoranda of understanding that (1) 
identify the faculty member as “Sustainability A liate Faculty” for a speci c period of time (e.g. three years) and 
(2) outline the course commitment of that faculty member (e.g. 1 course per year). This will enable course 
planning and promote closer collaboration among faculty and between faculty and students. The College of 
Arts and Sciences has taken steps to implement a structure for memoranda of understanding that would serve as 
such a mechanism. 
  
Information Resources. 
UD Libraries currently possess access to several journals and resources, such as OhioLink, which 
Sustainability majors will require. Additional resources will be needed to establish the research tools useful to 
majors in CAS; this will require the dedication of Library faculty/sta  time to create and launch these tools. 
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Purchase of databases such as JSTOR - Sustainability may be needed. See Appendix H for a letter of 
consultation from the Dean of Libraries.   
  
Facilities 
The Program is currently housed in the Hanley Sustainability Institute, (Appendix L) and bene ts 
from the shared use of space. Current space is adequate for launching the new majors through the existing 
Sustainability Program o ce. Collaboration between the Hanley Sustainability Institute and the Sustainability 
Program enables maximization of space; any near-future expansion of faculty and sta  serving the Program (e.g. 
a dedicated administrative assistant and a possible new hire at the lecturer level) have been taken into account.   
 
 
9. Projected initial investment associated with the program and evidence of institutional commitment 
and capacity to meet this  nancial investment. (Consultation with Provost). 
 
The Provost has reviewed this proposal and has determined the institutional capacity to support it.  
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Appendix A 
BACHELOR’S OF ARTS COURSE REQUIREMENTS  
B.A. IN SUSTAINABILITY  
 
Common Academic Program 
 
 
First­Year Humanities Commons   12 
HST 103 : The West & the World   
REL 103 : Introduction to Religious and Theological Studies   
PHL 103 : Introduction to Philosophy   
ENG 100 : Writing Seminar I 
 
 
Second­Year Writing Seminar  0­3 
ENG 200 Writing Seminar II 
 
 
Oral Communication  3 
CMM 100 Principles of Oral Communication 
 
 
Mathematics  3 
   
Social Science  3 
SSC 200 
 
 
Arts  3 
Natural Sciences  7 
Crossing Boundaries  variable Credit 
Faith Traditions   
Practical Ethical Action   
Inquiry   
Integrative   
Advanced Study  variable credit 
Philosophy and/or Religious Studies   
Historical Studies   
Diversity and Social Justice  3 
Major Capstone  0­3 
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 Liberal Studies Curriculum 
 
 
Creative and Performing Arts (May include CAP Arts) 
 
3 
L2 Proficiency (Proficiency in a language other than English) 
 
0­11 
Literature (May include CAP Components) 
 
3 
Mathematics (Satisfies CAP Mathematics) 
Students select one mathematics sequence from the following: 
 
7­9 
MTH 128 : Finite Mathematics &  MTH 129 : Calculus for Business 
or 
MTH 148: Introductory Calculus I 
or 
MTH 168: Analytic Geometry & Calculus I 
 
 
And students take one course from the following:   
MTH 207 
or  
MTH 367 
or  
DSC 210 
or  
PSY 216 
or  
SOC 308 
 
 
Natural Sciences (Satisfies CAP Natural Science) 
 
11 
Social Sciences (Includes CAP Social Science) 
Students take: 
12 
SSC 200 Social Science Integrated 
ECO 203: Microeconomics 
And 6 credit hours of social science electives.  
1
 
   
1 3 credit hours must be at the 300-400 level and one course must be in a social science discipline other than 
economics. 
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ASI 150 Introduction to the University Experience  1 
 
 
 
Major Requirements   
   
 
Students take the following foundation courses:  12 
SEE 250: Intro to Sustainability  
SEE 280: Sustainable Communities 
SEE 310: Sustainability Scenarios 
SEE 325: Sustainable Development Goals  
 
  
Students select one course from the following (arts)  3 
SEE 303: Constructions of Place 
VAR 350: Art and Social Practice 
 
  
Students select one course from the following (science)  3 
 
SEE 301: Global Change and Earth Systems 
BIO 310: Ecology* 
BIO 359: Sustainability & the Biosphere 
BIO 395: Global Environmental Biology 
GEO 208: Environmental Geology 
GEO 308: Problems and Decisions in Environmental Geology 
 
 
Experiential Learning  
Students take 3­6 credit hours in designated experiential learning courses.  
3 
SEE 398: Intermediate Experiential Learning Lab­ELL (1­3) 
 
  
SEE Capstone  
Students take the following: 
 3 
SEE 402: Sustainability Research II 
 
 
 
 
 
 
15 
Vocational Concentration . Students must develop a vocational plan for their use of 
these electives, discussed and approved through their advisors. Students select one of the 
following concentrations.  
2
 
 
   
 
Food Studies Concentration 
 
18 
Students select one course from the following (place and society)  3 
ASI 322: Cities and Suburbs 
ANT 340: Place, Culture, and Social Justice 
HSS/SOC 384: Food Justice 
POL 333: Politics of Human Rights 
POL 371 Environmental Policy 
SWK 335: Social Work & Environmental Justice 
SEE 390: Special Topics in Sustainability   
3
SEE 490: Experiential Study in Sustainability 3 
 
 
Students select one course from the following (methods)  3 
GEO 450: GIS Systems 
BIO 439: Analysis and Interpretation of Biological Data  
 
Students select three courses from the following:  9 
HSS 295: Nutrition and Health 
HSS 210 and Lab: Introduction to Food 
HSS/SOC 384: Food Justice 
HST 379: History of Food 
 
 
 
Students take 1 of the following: 
3 
ENG 369: Writing in Organizations 
ENG 370: Grant and Proposal Writing 
ENG 392: Writing for Non­profits 
SEE 390: Special Topics in Sustainability 3 
SEE 401: Sustainability Research I 
 
2  With approval of the student’s advisor and program director, a self-designed concentration totaling 21 credit hours 
from courses in the major may be possible .  
3 W ith approval of the student’s advisor. Topic must be in a relevant area of study. 
16 
SEE 490: Experiential Study in Sustainability 3 
   
Urban Sustainability Concentration  18 
Students take:  9 
ASI 320: Cities and Energy  
ASI 322: Cities and Suburbs  
GEO 450: GIS Systems 
 
 
Students select one from the following:   3 
HST 355: American Urban History 
HST 359: History of American City Planning 
HST 342: Environmental History  
HST 341: Historical Perspective on Science, Technology & Society  
 
 
Students select one from the following:  3 
ENG 369: Writing in Organizations 
ENG 370: Report & Proposal Writing 
ENG 392: Writing for Grants & Non­Profits 
SEE 401: Sustainability Research I 
 
 
Students select one from the following:   3 
HSS/SOC 384: Food Justice 
POL 371: Environmental Policy 
POL 426/SOC 426: Leadership in Building Communities 
SOC 351: Urban Sociology 
SWK 303/SOC 309: Community Practice & Research 
SWK 335: Social Work & Environmental Justice 
ANT 340: Place, Culture, and Social Justice 
ECO 435: Economics of the Environment 
ECO  485: Urban and Regional Economics 
SEE 390: Special Topics in Sustainability  
4
SEE 490: Experiential Study in Sustainability 4 
 
 
4  must be a relevant topic; requires approval of advisor 
17 
   
Total hours to total at least  120 
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Appendix B 
Sample Course of Study: Food Studies Concentration 
 
 
First Semester 
 
 
18 
REL 103 : Introduction to Religious and Theological Studies  3 
MTH 148: Introduction to Calculus I  3 
ENG 100 : Writing Seminar I  3 
CMM 100 : Principles of Oral Communication  3 
ASI 150: Introduction to the University Experience  1 
 
Second Semester 
 
 
15 
BIO 151 & 151L: Concepts of Bio I & Lab  4 
PHL 103 : Introduction to Philosophy  3 
PSY 216: Elementary Statistics  3 
HST 103 : The West & the World  3 
SEE 250: Intro to Sustainability   3 
 
Third Semester 
 
 
18 
ENG 200 : Writing Seminar II  3 
ECO 203: Microeconomics  3 
SEE 280: Sustainable Communities  3 
SSC 200: Social Science Integrated  3 
BIO 152 & 152L: Concepts of Bio II & Lab  4 
 
Fourth Semester 
 
 
15 
SEE 301: Global Change & Earth Systems  3 
ASI 322: Cities and Energy  3 
CAP Faith Traditions  3 
HSS 295: Nutrition & Health  3 
MTH 207: Introduction to Statistics  3 
 
Fifth Semester 
 
 
14 
 
HSS 210 & 210L: Introduction to Food & Lab  4 
SEE 325: Sustainable Development Goals  3 
19 
SEE 303: Constructions of Place  3 
SEE 398L: Experiential Learning Lab­ELL  1 
HST 379: History of Food  3 
 
Sixth Semester 
 
15 
ENG 370: Grant and Proposal Writing  3 
Diversity & Social Justice  3 
SEE 310: Sustainability Scenarios  3 
L2 Proficiency (proficiency in a language other than English)  3 
Elective  3 
 
Seventh Semester 
 
15 
Adv. Philosophy or Religious Studies  3 
GEO 450: Geographical Information Systems  3 
ENG 342: Literature and the Environment  3 
Natural Science  3 
Elective  3 
Eighth Semester  12 
SEE 402: Sustainability Research II  3 
HSS/SOC 384: Food Justice  3 
Elective  3 
Natural Science  3 
   
Total Credit Hours  125 
 
 
 
 
 
 
20 
Sample Course of Study: Urban Sustainability Concentration  
 
 
First Semester 
 
 
13 
REL 103 : Introduction to Religious and Theological Studies  3 
MTH 148: Introduction to Calculus I  3 
ENG 100 : Writing Seminar I  3 
CMM 100 : Principles of Oral Communication  3 
ASI 150: Introduction to the University Experience  1 
 
Second Semester 
 
 
15 
SSC 200: Social Science Integrated  3 
PHL 103 : Introduction to Philosophy  3 
PSY 216: Elementary Statistics  3 
HST 103 : The West & the World  3 
SEE 250: Intro to Sustainability   3 
 
Third Semester 
  
 
13 
ENG 200 : Writing Seminar II  3 
ECO 203: Microeconomics  3 
SEE 280: Sustainable Communities  3 
BIO 151 & 151L: Concepts of Bio I & Lab  4 
   
 
Fourth Semester 
 
 
15 
BIO 152 & 152L: Concepts of BIO II & Lab  4 
ASI 322: Cities and Energy  3 
CAP Faith Traditions  3 
SEE 303: Constructions of Place  3 
Elective  3 
 
Fifth Semester 
 
 
14 
 
HST 355: American Urban History  4 
SEE 325: Sustainable Development Goals  3 
SEE 303: Constructions of Place  3 
SEE 398L: Experiential Learning Lab­ELL  1 
21 
Elective  3 
 
Sixth Semester 
 
 
12 
ENG 370: Grant and Proposal Writing  3 
ASI 320: Cities and Energy  3 
GEO 450: GIS Systems  3 
L2 Proficiency (proficiency in a language other than English)  3 
   
 
Seventh Semester 
 
15 
Adv. Philosophy or Religious Studies  3 
Elective  3 
SEE 301: Global Change & Earth Systems   3 
SEE 310: Sustainability Scenarios  3 
Elective  3 
Eighth Semester  15 
SEE 402: Sustainability Research II  3 
ECO 435: Economics of the Environment  3 
Elective  3 
Literature   3 
Natural Science  3 
Total Credit Hours  125 
   
22 
  
Sample Course of Study: Double­Major in Sustainability & 
Philosophy ­ Urban Sustainability Track 
 
 
 
First Semester 
 
 
 
 
 
 
16 
REL 103: Introduction to Religious and Theological Studies  3 
MTH 148: Introduction to Calculus  3 
ENG 100: Writing Seminar 1  3 
CMM 100: Principles of Oral Communication  3 
ASI 150: Introduction to the University Experience  1 
SSC 200: Social Science Integrated  3 
   
 
Second Semester 
 
 
16 
PHL 103: Introduction to Philosophy  3 
PSY 216: Elementary Statistics  3 
HST 103: The West & The World  3 
SEE 250: Intro to Sustainability [CAP Integrated]  3 
PHL 240: Research Methodologies & Technologies  1 
ENG 200: Writing Seminar II  3 
   
 
Third Semester 
  
 
16 
ECO 203: Microeconomics  3 
SEE 280: Sustainable Communities   3 
BIO 151 & 151L: Concepts of Biology & Lab  4 
PHL 302: Practical Logic  3 
L2 Proficiency ­ Language   3 
 
Fourth Semester 
 
 
16 
L2 Proficiency ­ Language  3 
23 
BIO 152 & 152L: Concepts of Biology 2 & Lab  4 
PHL Elective  3 
CAP Faith Traditions  3 
Literature elective  3 
POL 371: Environmental Policy  3 
   
 
Fifth Semester 
 
 
18 
 
PHL 352: Modern Philosophy [CAP Adv. PHL]   3 
L2 Proficiency ­ Language  3 
HST 355 ­ American Urban History [CAP History]  3 
SEE 325: Sustainable Development  3 
SEE 303: Constructions of Place [CAP Arts]  3 
GEO 208: Environmental Geology  3 
   
 
 
Sixth Semester 
 
 
18 
PHL 350: Classical Greek Philosophy  3 
PHL 375: Ethical Theory  3 
ENG 370: Grant and Proposal Writing  3 
ASI 320: Cities and Energy [CAP Diversity & Social Justice]  3 
GEO 450: GIS Systems [CAP Inquiry]  3 
L2 Proficiency ­ Language  3 
   
 
Seventh Semester 
 
 
17 
PHL Elective  3 
SEE 310: Sustainability Scenarios  3 
PHL 355: Asian Philosophy  3 
ECO 435: Economics of the Environment  3 
PHL 440: Seminar ­ Advanced Problems in Philosophy  3 
SEE 398: Exp. Learning Lab (ELL)  2 
   
 
Eighth Semester 
 
16 
24 
 
SEE 402: Sustainability Research II  [CAP Adv. PHL]  3 
PHL Elective  3 
PHL 461: Seminar ­ Contemporary Epistemology  3 
PHL 480: Senior Capstone  3 
PHL Elective  3 
SEE 398L: Experiential Learning Lab  1 
   
Total Credit Hours  134 
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Appendix C 
Job & Advanced Degree Opportunities  
 
Bachelor of Arts in Sustainability 
Potential career opportunities for  Sustainability graduates with a Bachelor of Arts include: 
● Conservation, Environmental or Sustainability  Strategist 
● Director of Sustainability  
● C ommunity Services Manager 
● Urban Planner 
● Urban Sustainability Coordinator 
● Sustainability Communications Officer 
● Data analyst 
● Outreach educator in Sustainability 
● Sustainable Management Officer 
● Corporate Sustainability Coordinator 
● Food Systems Analyst 
● Educator 
● Landscape Architect 
● Risk Analyst 
● Sustainability Content Writer 
● Sustainability Project Director 
● Environmental Journalist 
● Graphic Designer 
● Sustainability Public Relations Specialist 
● Ecotourism professional 
● Zoning Technician 
● Investment Manager 
● Contracts Specialist 
 
 
 
Related Graduate Programs  
● American University:  Master of Science in Sustainability Management (MSSM) 
https://www.american.edu/kogod/graduate/sustainability‑management/  
● Arizona State University: Master of Science in Global Sustainability Science, Master of 
Sustainability Solutions, Master of Sustainability Leadership 
https://schoolofsustainability.asu.edu/degrees‑and‑programs/graduate‑degrees‑programs/mast
er‑science‑global‑sustainability‑science‑degree/  
● Bard College: MBA in Sustainability,  https://www.bard.edu/mba/about/  
● University of California ‑ Santa Barbara: Master of Environmental Science and Management 
http://www.bren.ucsb.edu/  
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● Case Western Reserve: Master of Science in Positive Organization Development and Change 
(Optional emphasis in Sustainability for Strategic Advantage) 
https://weatherhead.case.edu/degrees/masters/ms/positive‑organization‑development‑change/ 
● Clark University: MBA with Concentration in Social Change and Sustainability 
https://www.clarku.edu/academics/graduate/programs/masters/master‑of‑business‑administra
tion‑mba/  
● University of Colorado – Boulder: Masters of the Environment (MENV) 
https://www.colorado.edu/menv/  
● Columbia University: M.S. Sustainability Management, M.P.A. Environmental Science and Policy, 
M.S. Sustainability Science, M.A. Climate and Society, M.A. Conservation Biology, M.S Earth 
Resources Engineering  http://earth.columbia.edu/articles/view/7  
● Duke University:  Master of Environmental Management (MEM) 
https://nicholas.duke.edu/programs/masters/mem  
● Duquesne University: MBA Sustainability 
https://www.duq.edu/admissions‑and‑aid/graduate/your‑graduate‑admissions‑roadmap/roadm
ap‑research/program‑spotlight‑archive/graduate‑program‑spotlight‑‑‑mba‑sustainability  
● George Washington University:  MA Environmental Resource Policy , Master of Sustainable Urban 
Planning  https://cps.gwu.edu/sustainable‑urban‑planning‑master‑professional‑studies 
https://sustainability.gwu.edu/degree‑programs 
● University of Massachusetts ‑ Dartmouth:  MBA Sustainable Development Concentration , Master 
of Public Policy with Environmental Policy Concentration 
https://www.umassd.edu/campussustainability/  
● University of Michigan: Master of Science in Sustainable Systems 
( http://seas.umich.edu/academics/ms/ss/requirements ) 
● University of Pennsylvania: Master of Environmental Studies 
( https://www.sas.upenn.edu/lps/graduate/mes/curriculum/environmental‑sustainability )  
● Western Kentucky University: MA in Social Responsibility & Sustainable Communities 
https://www.wku.edu/dcs/master‑of‑arts‑in‑social‑responsibility‑and‑sustainable‑communities/  
● University of Wisconsin: Master in Environmental Conservation, Resources Energy Demand 
Analysis, Urban and Regional Planning  https://sustainability.wisc.edu/academics/ 
● Yale University:  Master of Environmental Management (MEM) , MBA Emphasis in Sustainability 
https://som.yale.edu/programs/emba/curriculum/areas‑focus/sustainability  
 
Related PhD Programs  
● Arizona State University: Ph.D. of Philosophy of Sustainable Energy 
https://schoolofsustainability.asu.edu/degrees‑and‑programs/graduate‑degrees‑programs/doct
or‑philosophy‑sustainable‑energy/  
● University of California, Los Angeles:  Environment and Sustainability Ph.D. 
https://www.ioes.ucla.edu/phd/ 
● Columbia University: Ph.D. in Sustainable Development 
https://sipa.columbia.edu/academics/programs/phd‑sustainable‑development  
● Rochester Institute of Technology: Sustainability Ph.D. 
http://www.rit.edu/emcs/ptgrad/component/ptgrad/programdetail/1402  
27 



















Appendix E 
List of the Program Advisory Committee 
 
Rebecca Potter  Sustainability Program Director; Associate Professor, Department of English 
Ben McCall  Executive Director, Hanley Sustainability Institute 
Leah Ceperley  Sustainability Planning and Evaluation Manager 
Ummiya Chaudhary  Civil Engineering Student  
Diana Cuy Castellanos  Assistant Professor,  Health and Sport Sciences 
Kevin Hallinan  Professor, Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering/Renewable & Clean Energy 
Director 
Ryan McEwan  Associate Professor, Environmental Biology Director 
Shuang­Ye Wu  Associate Professor, Geology 
Vincent Miller  Department of Religious Studies 
Zelalem Bedaso  Assistant Professor, Geology 
Emily Shanahan  HSI Student Leader 
Kelly Bohrer  Director of Community Relations, School of Engineering 
Leslie King  Director of the Rivers Institute 
Anya Galli­Robertson,  Assistant Professor, Sociology  
Brooke Palmer  Sr. Administrative Assistant, Hanley Sustainability Institute/Sustainability Program 
Glenna Jennings  Assistant Professor, Art & Design  
Jeanne Holcomb  Associate Professor, Sociology 
Meg Barkley  Life & Health Sciences Librarian 
Michelle Pautz  Assistant Provost for the Common Academic Program  
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Appendix F 
Evidence of Enrollment 2015­2017 
Course 
Spring 
2015  Fall 2015 
Spring 
2016  Fall 2016 
Spring 
2017  Fall 2017 
SEE 250: Intro to Sustainability  23  29  22  29  25  36 
SEE 280: Sustainable Communities  not offered  not offered  not offered  not offered  not offered  not offered 
SEE 301: Global Change & Earth 
Systems  19  not offered  15  not offered  18  not offered 
SEE 303: Constructions of Place  not offered  18  not offered  not offered  not offered  15 
SEE 310: Sustainability Scenarios  not offered  not offered  not offered  not offered  not offered  not offered 
SEE 325: Sustainable Development Goals  not offered  not offered  not offered  not offered  not offered  not offered 
SEE 390: Special Topics in Sustainability  not offered  not offered  not offered  not offered  13  not offered 
SEE 398: Intermediate Experiential 
Learning Lab­ELL  not offered  not offered  not offered  not offered  not offered  not offered 
SEE 401: Sustainability Research  not offered  19  not offered  19  not offered  10 
SEE 402: Sustainability Research II  14  not offered  15  not offered  12  not offered 
SEE 490: Experiential Study in 
Sustainability  not offered  not offered  not offered  1  2  not offered 
ASI 320: Cities and Energy  35  35  31  not offered  16  not offered 
ASI 322: Cities and Suburbs  not offered  not offered  not offered  18  not offered  21 
ANT 340: Place, Culture, and Social 
Justice  not offered  not offered  not offered  not offered  not offered  not offered 
             
BIO 310: Ecology  63  60  67  66  116  98 
BIO 359: Sustainability & the Biosphere  not offered  12  not offered  16  not offered  not offered 
BIO 395: Global Environmental Biology  not offered  25  not offered  15  not offered  19 
48 
BIO 439: Analysis & Interpretation of 
Biological Data  not offered  not offered  not offered  not offered  15  not offered 
             
CMM 100: Principles of Oral 
Communication  1039  1340  1078  1158  847  1284 
             
DSC 210: Statistics for Business I  159  306  161  276  143  270 
             
ECO 203: Introduction to 
Micro­Economics  176  736  219  738  201  660 
ECO 435: Economics of the Environment  37  not offered  36  not offered  36  not offered 
ECO 485: Urban & Regional Economics  not offered  not offered  29  not offered  17  not offered 
             
ENG 100: Writing Seminar I  775  646  712  550  607  598 
ENG 200: Writing Seminar II  557  631  747  751  571  584 
ENG 369: Writing in Organizations  not offered  0  not offered  not offered  not offered  not offered 
ENG 370: Report & Proposal Writing  75  37  54  20  57  54 
ENG 392: Writing for Grants and 
Non­profits  not offered  not offered  not offered  not offered  not offered  not offered 
             
GEO 208: Environmental Geology  38  not offered  38  38  not offered  50 
GEO 308: Problems & Decisions in 
Environmental Geology  not offered  not offered  not offered  not offered  not offered  12 
GEO 450: Geographical Information 
Systems  not offered  14  not offered  not offered  12  not offered 
             
HSS 210:L Introduction to Food  not offered  not offered  not offered  not offered  not offered  16 
49 
HSS 295: Nutrition and Health  43  76  47  55  55  52 
HSS 379: History of Food  not offered  not offered  not offered  not offered  not offered  not offered 
HSS/SOC 384: Food Justice  not offered  not offered  not offered  not offered  8  not offered 
             
HST 103: The West & the World  765  1337  750  995  654  1369 
HST 341: Historical Perspective on 
Science, Technology & Society 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
HST 342: Environmental History 
not 
offered  35 
not 
offered  30 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
HST 355: American Urban History 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
not 
offered  29 
not 
offered 
HST 359L History of American City 
Planning 
not 
offered  13 
not 
offered  14 
not 
offered  18 
             
MTH 128: Finite Mathematics  121  378  108  341  94  400 
MTH 129: Calculus for Business  346  183  319  171  292  174 
MTH 148: Introductory Calculus I  91  242  92  208  82  262 
MTH 168: Analytic Geometry & Calculus 
I  161  443  105  308  65  367 
MTH 207: Intro to Statistics  231  388  231  378  230  392 
MTH 367: Statistical Methods I  18  21  26  13  15  26 
             
PHL 103: Introduction to Philosophy  795  1425  745  1162  626  1245 
             
50 
POL 333: Politics of Human Rights  34  22  30  39 
not 
offered  34 
POL 371: Environmental Policy 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
not 
offered  31 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
POL 426/SOC 426: Community Practice 
& Research  3  3 
not 
offered  8 
not 
offered  10 
             
PSY 216: Elementary Statistic  76  68  76  43  63  63 
             
SOC 308: Data Analysis  8 
not 
offered  10 
not 
offered  20 
not 
offered 
SOC 351: Urban Sociology 
not 
offered  17 
not 
offered  23 
not 
offered  30 
             
SSC 200: Social Science Integrated  122  273  249  892  818  921 
             
SWK 303/SOC 309: Community Practice 
& Research 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
SWK 335: Social Work & Environmental 
Justice  0  0 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
             
VAR 350: Art and Social Practice 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
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POL 333: Politics of Human Rights  34  22  30  39 
not 
offered  34 
POL 371: Environmental Policy 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
not 
offered  31 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
POL 426/SOC 426: Community Practice 
& Research  3  3 
not 
offered  8 
not 
offered  10 
             
PSY 216: Elementary Statistic  76  68  76  43  63  63 
             
SOC 308: Data Analysis  8 
not 
offered  10 
not 
offered  20 
not 
offered 
SOC 351: Urban Sociology 
not 
offered  17 
not 
offered  23 
not 
offered  30 
             
SSC 200: Social Science Integrated  122  273  249  892  818  921 
             
SWK 303/SOC 309: Community Practice 
& Research 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
SWK 335: Social Work & Environmental 
Justice  0  0 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
             
VAR 350: Art and Social Practice 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
not 
offered 
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Appendix G 
The Sustainability Program Capstone:  
Integrating Diversity and Inclusion in the Experiential Classroom 
 
SEE 402: Sustainability Research II is an interdisciplinary course that explores issues of 
sustainability as they affect the Dayton community, considering the ethical foundations of 
environmental problems and the responses to these problems. Students work with a community 
partner on an in­depth, community­based, group research project that entails multiple interactions 
with the partner and with community members. This course includes both learning about diversity 
and inclusion and practicing/building competencies around inclusivity and working with diverse 
others. This occurs through the different pedagogical approaches used with the students, which 
include collaborative learning, project­based learning, social inquiry, ethical analysis, dialogue, 
and entrepreneurial minded learning (creating value, making connections, and developing 
curiosity).  
Sustainability, in and of itself, is a very complex, dynamic, and integrated topic, which 
naturally brings students into examining different perspectives, considering trade­offs, and 
balancing consequences of decisions made from different ethical frameworks. When you ask 
students to look at not only pervasive environmental problems caused by different societal and 
economic norms, but also why differences exist, whom they impact and whether they are 
addressed (or not), working towards sustainability becomes even more complicated. Why do 
some racial groups experience more health problems related to environmental issues than others? 
Why are landfills and environmental hazards more often than not located in low socioeconomic 
areas, particularly when there is no difference in the amount of land available? Why does urban 
development win out over wetland preservation, even when the societal benefit of wetlands is 
clearly demonstrated? Why are those most vulnerable affected the most by the impacts of climate 
change, which they are minimally responsible for causing? These are questions addressed in the 
capstone course, and underlying these questions is the need for a foundational appreciation and 
understanding of our individual perspectives as well as the perspectives of others. 
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The community partner project work requires students to examine their own biases and 
assumptions about concepts of sustainability and about diverse groups of people, including 
religious, socio­economic, race, cultural, and gender diversity. Additionally, working with a 
community organization includes interacting with diverse others to learn about their differences, 
community assets, and everyday challenges. As students work towards project outcomes by 
meeting with community members, they encounter and work through differences in 
communication styles and values and perspectives on the environment. They also learn to 
embrace cultural humility as they design project recommendations that are attuned not only to the 
end users, but also to the broader society – the common good. 
Working in collaborative, interdisciplinary groups for their projects, students broaden their 
class participation, work through differences in identity and intersectionality, learn from their 
peers with different backgrounds, and experience instances of individual and group accountability 
for what is learned and created.  They also engage with proactive strategies to ensure equitable 
participation, including synthesizing perspectives from diverse team members, working 
interdependently, using inclusive decision making, and managing conflict effectively. Ultimately, 
this collaborative learning encourages students to view diversity as an asset and builds collective 
ownership of a shared vision. 
  Students experience critical engagement in the classroom both through the projects and the 
weekly resources and dialogue about sustainability and ethics. This critical engagement requires 
the students to question, form, and challenge opinions; find their voice and define their ethical or 
moral standpoint; co­create project goals; and use their knowledge in the service of the common 
good. Critical engagement also facilitates students connecting classroom learning to real issues 
and taking action toward advancing equity and justice in their communities. Using principles of 
reciprocal community engagement for both project work and pedagogical process, students are 
immersed in a classroom that prioritizes this critical student engagement, analysis, and voice. 
There is mutual dialogue in which teachers become learners, and learners become teachers 
(similarly with community partners being co­educators). This is especially beneficial when 
talking about issues of bias, privilege, and injustices, where deep understanding relies on multiple 
perspectives. [Authored by Kelly Bohrer, SEE 402 Instructor] 
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Appendix H. Letter of Consultation from the Dean of Libraries
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!  
March 21, 2018 
This letter serves to express the enthusiastic support of the Department of Art and Design for the 
newly proposed BA and BS Majors in Sustainability Studies.  We have reviewed the degree 
proposals, and we have been active in supporting the educational efforts of these programs.  We 
have faculty already offering courses through the SEE Minor program, and we have more faculty 
who see great collaborative possibilities within these inter-disciplinary major degree offerings.   
 
Judith Huacuja, PhD. 
Associate Professor of Art History  
Chair, Department of Art and Design  +2923 
2/26/2019 University of Dayton Mail - Endorsement of Sustainability major
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=394c3dd9be&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1597005162353997208&simpl=msg-f%3A1597005162353997208 1/1
Rebecca Potter <rpotter1@udayton.edu>
Endorsement of Sustainability major 
Mark Nielsen <mnielsen1@udayton.edu> Fri, Apr 6, 2018 at 9:53 AM
To: Rebecca Potter <rpotter1@udayton.edu>
Ohhh, I'm sorry Rebecca, I am so backed up on emails right now.  
 
As chair of the biology department, I support the proposal for the BS in Sustainability  Energy and Environment and BA in
Sustainability Studies.  Dr. Potter did an incredible job of vetting this degree program and
it is truly a synthesis of views from across the campus and the global sustainability community at large.  It will attract
students and will be a great addition to our curricular offerings.
Best, Mark
[Quoted text hidden]
­­  
Mark Nielsen, Ph.D.
Professor and Chair 
Department of Biology
University of Dayton 
300 College Park
Dayton, OH 45469­2320
937­229­2587
Rebecca Potter <rpotter1@udayton.edu>
doc for this morning's meeting 
Robert Liang <rliang1@udayton.edu> Wed, Mar 14, 2018 at 10:28 AM
To: Rebecca Potter <rpotter1@udayton.edu>
Dear Rebecca,
 
Thank you very much for stopping  by my office this morning to discuss the proposed B.S. in Sustainability, Energy, and
Environment.  The Department of Civil Engineering  is fully supportive of this new program. The listed sustainable core
courses in the proposal are of interest to our students and we could eventually include  them to be part of electives for our
students. Also, we will be happy to work with you in terms of offering courses in water and waste water engineering as
well as in hydraulics and water resource engineering as part of electives for the Sustainable Watersheds concentration.
 
Please keep us posted in your progress. Please let me know if there is anything that needs my attention or help.
 
 
Best regards.
 
Robert
 
 
  
[Quoted text hidden]
Rebecca Potter <rpotter1@udayton.edu>
Support for Sustainability minor 
David Johnson <djohnson1@udayton.edu> Mon, Mar 19, 2018 at 3:16 PM
To: Rebecca Potter <rpotter1@udayton.edu>
 
Good afternoon Rebecca,
 
 
I have reviewed and fully support the Bachelor of Science degree in Sustainability, Energy and Environment proposal.  In
addition, The Chemistry Department will continue to support SEE  in terms of faculty resources and commitment.  We look
forward to collaborating with the Sustainability Studies Program in the future.  
 
Sincerely,
 
David W. Johnson
Associate Professor and Chair
Rebecca Potter <rpotter1@udayton.edu>
Review Letter for the BS and BA in Sustainability 
Tony Caporale <tcaporale1@udayton.edu> Fri, Mar 16, 2018 at 12:18 PM
To: Rebecca Potter <rpotter1@udayton.edu>
Dear Rebecca,
 
As Chair of the Department of Economics and Finance, I have reviewed the BA and BS degrees in Sustainability. The
Department will welcome the students from the Sustainability Studies Program into our classes.  
 
thanks,
 
Tony Caporale 
 
 
 
­­  
Tony Caporale
Chair and Professor, Department of Economics and Finance
937­229­2403 
Rebecca Potter <rpotter1@udayton.edu>
Support for BA and BS in Sustainability 
Malcolm Daniels <mdaniels1@udayton.edu> Mon, Mar 19, 2018 at 9:57 AM
To: Rebecca Potter <rpotter1@udayton.edu>
Cc: Jill Morgan <tmorgan1@udayton.edu>
Rebecca,
 
I am pleased to offer my support for the degrees of B.A. in Sustainability Studies and B.S. in Sustainability, Energy and
the Environment. The proposed degree programs pride a clear and comprehensive foundation for advanced studies in
this new and contemporary field. Particularly, the B.S. degree concentrations in Energy Systems and in Sustainable
Watersheds provide an excellent focus for students who wish to pursue science and engineering related careers. Based
on my experience working with students in the ETHOS Center I believe there will be a strong interest in these areas of
study.
 
Malcolm.
 
*********************************** 
 
Malcolm W. Daniels, Ph.D.
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Director, The ETHOS Center
LTC Fellow
 
https://www.udayton.edu/engineering/ethos/ 
 
Kettering Laboratories, KL 266D
School of Engineering
University of Dayton
300 College Park
Dayton, OH 45469
 
Office: 1.937.229.3683
Cell: 1.937.554.2562
Home: 1.740.698.6201
 
If you have an ETHOS related emergency, please contact 
UD Emergency Response at 1­937­985­0303 or try to 
contact me directly at 1­937­554­2562.
 
************************************
[Quoted text hidden]
 
2 attachments
Malcolm Daniels ­ NSF Biosketch_SP18.pdf 
120K
Malcolm Daniels ­ Narrative Biosketch ­ SP18.pdf 
312K
Rebecca Potter <rpotter1@udayton.edu>
English Department Consultation on SSP And SEE 
Andy Slade <aslade1@udayton.edu> Fri, Mar 16, 2018 at 9:15 AM
To: Rebecca C Potter <rpotter1@udayton.edu>
Dear Rebecca,
 
The English Department supports these new major programs in Sustainability.   I fully support the proposal.  In addition,
ENG will continue to support the BA in SSP and the BS in SEE as we have in the past in terms of faculty resources and
commitment. 
 
All the best,
Andy 
 
 
 
­­  
 
Andrew Slade, Ph.D 
Associate Professor and Chair
Department of English
 
Academic Chair, UDayton Global
 
University of Dayton
300 College Park
Dayton, OH 45469­1520
aslade1@udayton.edu
937­229­3434
 
"What cannot be translated into mystical language does not deserve to be experienced." 
--Emil Cioran 
Rebecca Potter <rpotter1@udayton.edu>
Support for SEE Major 
Daniel Goldman <dgoldman1@udayton.edu> Fri, Mar 16, 2018 at 2:28 PM
To: Rebecca Potter <rpotter1@udayton.edu>
Dear Rebecca,
 
 
I have reviewed and fully support the Bachelor of Science degree in Sustainability, Energy and Environment proposal.  In
addition, The Geology Department will continue to support SEE  in terms of faculty resources and commitment.  We look
forward to collaborating with the Sustainability Studies Program in the future. 
 
best regards, 
Dan Goldman 
 
 
 
======================
Daniel Goldman, Ph.D.
Professor and Chair
Department of Geology
University of Dayton
937­229­5637 (Office)
937­229­4820 (Lab)
[Quoted text hidden]
Rebecca Potter <rpotter1@udayton.edu>
Letter of Support for Sustainability Majors 
Corinne Daprano <cdaprano1@udayton.edu> Thu, Feb 14, 2019 at 11:30 PM
To: Rebecca Potter <rpotter1@udayton.edu>
Hi Rebecca ­ 
 
I reviewed the Bachelor of Arts in Sustainability Studies ­ Food Studies track. I support this proposed new major and look
forward to collaborating with the Sustainability Studies Program in the future.  
 
Please let me know if you need any further information from me. 
 
Thanks, 
Corinne  
 
Corinne M. Daprano, Ph.D. 
Chair, Department of Health & Sport Science  
Associate Professor, Sport Management  
President, Academic Senate President (2018­19) 
[Quoted text hidden]
Rebecca Potter <rpotter1@udayton.edu>
HST support of SEE BA/BS Major proposal 
Juan C. Santamarina <santamar@udayton.edu> Wed, Feb 21, 2018 at 2:32 PM
To: Rebecca Potter <rpotter1@udayton.edu>
Dear Rebecca­­
 
Thank you for the opportunity to review the SEE major proposal.  I have reviewed it and fully support the proposal.  In
addition, HST will continue to support SEE as we have in the past in terms of faculty resources and commitment.  It's an
important initiative that our colleagues support and would like to continue to build.
 
Juan
 
 
============================== 
 
Juan C. Santamarina
Chair, Department of History
 
Assistant:  Yvette Moore­Homan
ymoorehoman1@udayton.edu
Office Phone:  +1­937­229­2848
 
University of Dayton
300 College Park
Dayton, OH 45469
 
Email:    santamar@udayton.edu
 
==============================
Rebecca Potter <rpotter1@udayton.edu>
Bachelor of Science degree in Sustainability, Energy and Environment 
Wiebke Diestelkamp <wdiestelkamp1@udayton.edu> Fri, Mar 16, 2018 at 9:51 AM
To: Rebecca Potter <rpotter1@udayton.edu>
Dear Dr. Potter,
 
I have reviewed and fully support the Bachelor of Science degree in Sustainability, Energy and Environment proposal.  In
addition, The Department of Mathematics will continue to support SEE  in terms of faculty resources and commitment.  We
look forward to collaborating with the Sustainability Studies Program in the future.  
 
Best regards,
 
Wiebke
 
Wiebke S. Diestelkamp, Ph.D. 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Mathematics 
University of Dayton 
Dayton, OH 45469­2316 
 
E­mail: wiebke@udayton.edu 
Phone: (937) 229­2511

Rebecca Potter <rpotter1@udayton.edu>
PHL support for new SEE major programs 
Rebecca Whisnant <rwhisnant1@udayton.edu> Mon, Feb 26, 2018 at 1:08 PM
To: Rebecca Potter <rpotter1@udayton.edu>
Dear Rebecca, 
 
Thank you for sharing with me the proposal for the new major programs (B.S. and B.A.) in Sustainability, Energy, and the
Environment (SEE).   
 
On behalf of the philosophy department, let me offer my support for these new major programs.  I understand that they
will require some commitment of resources from PHL, primarily in the form of faculty teaching time (for SEE 401 and 402,
and perhaps for other courses as required and appropriate).   
 
Good luck with this important new endeavor! 
 
Rebecca Whisnant 
 
­­  
Rebecca Whisnant 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Philosophy 
University of Dayton 
Rebecca Potter <rpotter1@udayton.edu>
Support for SEE Major 
John Erdei <jerdei1@udayton.edu> Tue, Mar 20, 2018 at 10:52 PM
To: Rebecca Potter <rpotter1@udayton.edu>
Rebecca
 
I have reviewed and fully support the Bachelor of Science degree in Sustainability, Energy and the Environment proposal. 
In addition, The Department of Physics will continue to support SEE  in terms of faculty resources and commitment.  We
look forward to collaborating with the Sustainability Studies Program in the future.
 
John
 
 
On Fri, Mar 16, 2018 at 9:04 AM, Rebecca Potter <rpotter1@udayton.edu> wrote: 
[Quoted text hidden]
 
 
 
­­  
John E. Erdei, Chair
Department of Physics
University of Dayton
 
Rebecca Potter <rpotter1@udayton.edu>
(no subject) 
Leslie Picca <lpicca1@udayton.edu> Fri, Mar 16, 2018 at 3:52 PM
To: Rebecca Potter <rpotter1@udayton.edu>
Dear Rebecca,
Many thanks for sharing the proposal for new major programs in Sustainability. Overall, I fully support the proposal, and
our department will continue to support the major programs in terms of faculty resources and commitment. 
 
I do have a few comments:
­In the BS degree, on pages 3 & 4 of the document, it lists SOC 303 as an option (along with MTH 207, MTH 367, DSC
210, or PSY 216). I suspect it should be SOC 308 Data Analysis, and not SOC 303 (Social Theory). 
­In the BA degree, again on page 2, it should probably list SOC 308, not SOC 303
­In the BA degree, on page 5, would you consider adding SOC 351 Urban Sociology to the list of options? 
­In the BA degree, on page 5, POL 426 is also cross­listed with SOC 426 Leadership in Building Communities 
­Another class that may be beneficial to include as an option for the BA in Sustainability Studies is SWK 303/SOC 309,
Community Practice & Research
 
Many thanks for your time and effort in organizing these important programs!
 
Best,
Leslie
­­  
Leslie H. Picca, Ph.D.
Professor and Chair 
Department of Sociology, Anthropology & Social Work
University of Dayton (OH) 
Office: SJ­429; Zip: +1442
Phone: 937­229­3139
Email: Leslie.Picca@udayton.edu
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND KEY FINDINGS 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Over the last decade, public interest in ‘sustainability’ and sustainable practices has grown 
significantly. Governmental,1 business,2 and educational leaders have all begun to explore 
how to better integrate more sustainability-focused efforts within their fields. 
Undergraduate and graduate degree programs focused on sustainability have received 
particular interest as important tools in this integration. Advocacy groups such as the U.S. 
Partnership for Education for Sustainable Development,3 and the Association for the 
Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education (AASHE) have even developed to push 
for an increased focus on sustainability within higher education programs.4 
 
In this report, Hanover Research (Hanover) assesses the demand for an undergraduate 
program in sustainability, energy and the environment. Hanover draws upon a wide range 
of governmental data in assessing student and labor market demand and further turns to a 
growing secondary literature to further outline the market for a sustainability-focused 
bachelor’s program and its graduates. Hanover also provides an analysis of individual 
competitor programs to give the University of Dayton a better sense of the current market 
for similar programs as well as potential effective program practices. 
 
Hanover has further developed an accompanying Excel workbook with details on 
institutions offering sustainability-focused programs across the United States and 
internationally. The workbook also provides details on “green,” sustainability-focused 
occupations identified by O*NET for graduates of the proposed Dayton program. 
 
This report is divided into three sections: 
  Section I discusses general trends in the development of sustainability-focused 
programs similar to Dayton’s SEE offering and further outlines student demand for a 
bachelor’s degree in Sustainability, Energy, and the Environment. 
  Section II details the labor market demand for a program in sustainability and 
further discusses the potential job opportunities of graduates through an analysis of 
governmental employment projections and details from private job sites. 
                                                        
1 “Sustainability.” United States Environmental Protection Agency. http://www.epa.gov/sustainability/index.htm 
2 Capozucca, P. et al, “Sustainability for Tomorrow’s Consumer: The Business Case for Sustainability.” World Economic 
Forum Report, January 2009, pp. 1-37. 
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_CI_SustainabilityForTomorrowsConsumer_Report_2009.pdf 
3 “About Us.” The US Partnership for Education for Sustainable Development. 
http://www.uspartnership.org/main/view_archive/1 
4 “About AASHE.” The Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education. 
http://www.aashe.org/about 
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  Section III outlines individual programs from three peer/competitor institutions in 
more depth to provide the University of Dayton with a better sense of the current 
competitive landscape and potentially useful practices. 
 
KEY FINDINGS 
  Sustainability-focused bachelor’s degrees have grown significantly over the last 
five years. Institutions across the country, and the world, have begun to develop 
these offerings, and there are currently over 400 such programs available 
worldwide. Within the United States, the Association for the Advancement of 
Sustainability lists 373 bachelor’s degree programs with a focus on sustainability 
offered at 233 institutions. 
  The growth in these bachelor’s programs highlights a broader trend in increasing 
sustainability-focused offerings across higher education. Minors, associate degrees, 
certificates, and graduate programs have also seen significant growth in recent 
years. Bachelor’s programs currently make up about 30 percent of the total 
sustainability offerings at institutions across the world. Only master’s degrees with 
this focus appear to be more common. 
  Despite this growth, few of these bachelor’s offerings are solely focused on 
sustainability, such as the proposed program at the University of Dayton. The 
AASHE program database lists offerings in a broad range of fields, from engineering 
to education, that simply place a strong emphasis on sustainability throughout their 
coursework. For example, the AASHE lists as a sustainability-focused program a B.S. 
in Environmental Engineering from Johns Hopkins University. 
  Twenty-one of the University of Dayton’s peers and competitors have developed 
AASHE listed sustainability-focused programs. As noted above, these are in a wide 
range of fields, though some – such as Miami University and Hofstra University – 
have developed offerings that closely match the proposed content of the 
Sustainability, Energy, and the Environment major. Many are simply environmental 
studies or environmental science programs with a deeper focus on sustainability. 
  Those programs with the same level of focus on sustainability as the proposed SEE 
offering at Dayton are often offered as second or even “co-majors.” The 
Sustainability major at Miami University is referred to as a “co-major” and must be 
completed alongside a primary program. The University of Kentucky’s 
Environmental and Sustainability Studies major is offered as a stand-alone degree as 
well as a secondary major for students with interests in other fields.  
  Student interest in sustainability-focused bachelor’s programs appears to be the 
major driver of program expansion. Since the mid-2000s, there is suggestion that 
students have increasingly turned to these degrees as they have sought out 
increasing knowledge about environmental and sustainability issues. Metrics to 
assess this growth are relatively inexact, but do provide suggestion of potential 
demand for the SEE major if it were offered. 
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  The labor market demand for sustainability professionals has also helped drive the 
increase in programs and further student interest in sustainability. Labor market 
projections suggest that graduates of sustainability-focused and related programs 
should find a variety of employment opportunities in the coming years. In general, 
projections do struggle to capture total labor market opportunities, as they provide 
information only on environmental science and conservation-related positions. 
  Despite the inability of employment projections to capture the total labor market 
demand, other indicators do suggest strong job prospects for graduates of the 
proposed program at Dayton. Governmental reports have suggested that the 
“greening” of the labor market will create numerous positions in a variety of sectors, 
from government to manufacturing, for sustainability professionals. Furthermore, 
job posting trends further highlight that interest in sustainability skills by employers 
is increasing.  
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SECTION I: MARKET FOR SUSTAINABILITY-FOCUSED 
BACHELOR’S DEGREES 
 
In this section, Hanover Research provides an analysis of the current market for 
sustainability-focused bachelor’s degrees. The section provides an overview of the growth 
of sustainability-focused bachelor’s programs offered nationally and at peer and competitor 
institutions, as well as the potential student market for the bachelor’s in Sustainability, 
Energy, and the Environment being considered by the University of Dayton. This potential 
demand is outlined in more depth through an analysis of student demand at the national, 
regional, and state levels as well as more specifically at peer and competitor institutions. 
 
THE MOVE TOWARDS SUSTAINABILITY-FOCUSED DEGREE PROGRAMS  
Since the mid-2000s, universities across the country have made increasing efforts to 
implement sustainable practices on their campuses and to develop more sustainability-
focused curricula at both the graduate and undergraduate levels.5  A number of institutions 
– including Arizona State University6 and the University of Kansas7 – have even developed 
academic centers and campus-wide organizing bodies devoted to advancing the concept of 
sustainability. A broad range of institutions have taken concrete steps in developing minors, 
certificates, and major concentrations emphasizing sustainability and institutions have even 
begun to implement full-scale bachelor’s degree programs centered around the concept of 
sustainability.8 
 
! " #$ %&’#( ’) * )%+,- +. ,/ ,%01(#2* )34’. +2&3/#" 5) ’6" #! " +7 ) ’
Hanover’s research suggests that this institutional emphasis on developing sustainability-
focused bachelor’s degree programs has grown significantly since 2010. 9  While the 
development of these programs initially lagged behind the more general development of 
sustainability efforts within higher education, it appears that institutions are now 
recognizing the importance and potential demand for bachelor’s degree programs within 
this area.10 Fully assessing the growth in these programs is problematic, as metrics to assess 
what constitutes a program with a sustainability-focus have been slow to develop. Hanover 
has turned to indirect governmental data as well as data available from the AASHE to more 
broadly outline growth in sustainability-focused bachelor’s degree programs in recent years. 
                                                        
5 Fogg, P. “Saving the Planet, by Degrees.” %89’28:; <=>?9’; @’&=A89:’3BC>DE=; <, October 20, 2006. 
http://chronicle.com/article/Saving-the-Planet-by-Degrees/17264/ 
6 “Global Institute of Sustainability.” Arizona State University. http://sustainability.asu.edu/ 
7 “About Us.” Center for Sustainability. University of Kansas. http://www.sustainability.ku.edu/cfs/about.shtml 
8 Galbraith, K. “Sustainability Field Booms on Campus.” %89’- 9F’0; :G’%=H9I , August 19, 2009. 
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/08/20/education/20GREEN.html?_r=0 
9 Eshelman, R. “Business: Almost 300 schools launch sustainability programs to meet demand for climate-conscious 
professionals.” 3<J=:; <H9<ED?’’K’3<9:AL’6CM?=I8=<A, September 10, 2012. 
http://www.eenews.net/stories/1059969685 
10 For one discussion of this lag, see Carlson, S. “Student Interest in Sustainability Rises, Despite Lack of Curricular 
Support.” %89’28:; <=>?9’; @’&=A89:’3BC>DE=; <, November 18, 2009. http://chronicle.com/blogs/buildings/student-
interest-in-sustainability-rises-despite-lack-of-curricular-support/8902 
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Data from the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) provides a general sense of 
the growing demand for sustainability-focused bachelor’s degrees. Specifically, the NCES’ 
Integrated Postsecondary Education Data 
System (IPEDS) allows an assessment of trends 
in the number of institutions offering bachelor’s 
degree programs in the fields of: environmental 
science, natural resources conservation and 
research; environmental studies; and 
sustainability studies.11 
 
 Figure 1.1 outlines trends in the number of 
institutions offering these programs, suggesting 
that these types of programs have become 
increasingly common over the last 15 years. It 
should be noted that IPEDS program 
classifications (discussed in more depth below) have changed over the past 15 years making 
it difficult to provide more precise details on institutional program expansion than in the 
figure to the right. 
 
While useful in providing broad suggestion of growth in the number of program offerings, 
NCES information, as discussed, remains relatively imprecise. This is especially true as the 
University of Dayton’s proposed SEE 
major would be distinct from a more 
general environmental science or 
environmental studies program. One 
opportunity for more specific 
information on programs with a focus 
on sustainability is through an analysis 
of archived web pages of the 
Association for the Advancement of 
Sustainability in Higher Education.14  
 
The AASHE’s academic program 
database provides specific information 
on the increase of sustainability-focused 
bachelor’s degrees. It outlines 
“sustainability-focused academic 
                                                        
11 For more information about IPEDS, see “Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System.” National Center for 
Education Statistics. http://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/ 
12 “AASHE Academic Programs Database.” The Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education. 
http://www.aashe.org/resources/academic-programs/ 
13 Hanover has used the Internet Archive’s “Wayback Machine” to gather this data, see “Wayback Machine.” Internet 
Archive. http://archive.org/web/web.php 
14 See footnote 13, Ibid. 
Figure 1.1: Number of Institutions 
Offering Environmentally-Focused 
Bachelor’s Programs, 1997-2012 
 
Source: IPEDS 
Figure 1.2: AASHE Database Trends for 
Sustainability-Focused Bachelor’s Programs 
Worldwide 
 
Source: The Association for the Advancement of Sustainability 
in Higher Education12, 13 
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programs” at institutions across the world,15 and has grown significantly since its initial 
launch in 2009.16 This is highlighted in Figure 1.2, which chronicles the expansion the 
number of bachelor’s program offerings listed within the database, from 15 in August 2009 
to over 400 today. While this is in part due to increased reporting to the AASHE by 
institutions with sustainability-focused programs, it does provide further suggestion that 
sustainability offerings are becoming increasingly common.  
 
CURRENT MARKET FOR SUSTAINABILITY-FOCUSED DEGREE PROGRAMS 
The AASHE’s academic programs database allows for a more detailed outline of the current 
state of sustainability-focused degree programs internationally, nationally, and at peer and 
competitor institutions. Though it does not provide information for all sustainability-focused 
programs, it does appear to be the most comprehensive database outlining these currently 
available. It details programs at all award levels, from associate degrees through doctoral 
degrees (including Dayton’s current SEE minor), offered by institutions throughout North 
America as well as in other parts of the world.17 This is outlined in Figure 1.3, below. 
Sustainability-focused master’s degrees are most common, though baccalaureate programs 
with this focus are a close second. 
 
Figure 1.3: All AASHE Listed Sustainability-Focused Programs, by Degree Level 
 
Source: The Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education18 
 
The AASHE database further allows an analysis of sustainability-focused degrees by broad 
degree field. The database does not simply list programs entitled “sustainability studies” but 
rather provides information on programs from a wide range of disciplines that have made 
an effort to incorporate sustainability concepts and approaches into their curricula. Of the 
373 U.S. programs offered by 233 institutions identified at the bachelor’s degree level, the 
AASHE only classifies about nine percent of programs as falling within the field of 
“Sustainability Studies and Science.”19 The majority are programs are listed within the field 
                                                        
15 “AASHE Academic Programs Database,” Op. cit. 
16 Galbraith, Op. cit. 
17 “AASHE Academic Programs Database,” Op. cit. 
18 Ibid. 
19 “Sustainability-Focused Baccalaureate Degree Programs.” The Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in 
Higher Education. http://www.aashe.org/resources/academic-programs/type/bacc/ 
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of “Environmental Studies and Science,” though programs in business, engineering, and 
other fields are also listed. Figure 1.4, on the following page, outlines sustainability-focused 
bachelor’s degrees within the United States, by field. 
 
Figure 1.4: U.S. Sustainability-Focused Bachelor’s Programs Listed by AASHE, by Field 
 
Source: The Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education20 
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Twenty-one of the 58 competitors and peers identified by the University of Dayton offer at 
least one bachelor’s degree program listed within the AASHE database, though further 
research by Hanover suggests that nearly all offer a program in environmental science or 
environmental studies (often incorporating some sustainability concepts).  
 
Figure 1.5, on the following page, provides a detailed listing of the offerings of each of the 
21 institutions. Hanover provides a more in-depth analysis of three of these – along with a 
brief discussion of two competitor sustainability-focused programs not listed within the 
AASHE database – in Section III. 
 
  
                                                        
20 Ibid. 
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Figure 1.5: Peers and Competitors with AASHE Listed Sustainability-Focused Degrees 
INSTITUTION STATE SUSTAINABILITY-FOCUSED BACHELOR’S PROGRAM(S) 
American University DC Environmental Studies (BA); Environmental Studies (BS) 
Baylor University TX Environmental Science (BS); Environmental Studies (BA) 
Bowling Green State 
University OH Environmental Policy and Analysis (BA); Environmental Science (BS) 
Drexel University PA Environmental Engineering (BS); Appropriate Technology (BS); Environmental Science (BS) 
Hofstra University NY Major in Sustainability Studies 
Indiana University IN Environmental Science (BS) 
John Carroll University OH Environmental Studies Interdisciplinary Concentration 
Lehigh University PA Environmental Engineering (BSEE) 
Loyola University Chicago IL Environmental Science (BS); Environmental Studies (BA) 
Michigan State University MI Environmental Economics and Policy (BS); Environmental Engineering (BS) 
Purdue University IN Engineering (BSE) with concentration in Ecological Engineering 
Santa Clara University CA Environmental Science (BS) 
Seattle University WA Environmental Science (BS); Environmental Studies (BA) 
Seton Hall University NJ Environmental Studies (BA) 
St. John's University NY Environmental Studies (BA or BS) 
University of Cincinnati OH Environmental Planning (Bachelor of Urban Planning) 
University of Denver CO Environmental Science (BA); Environmental Science (BS) 
University of Iowa IA Civil Engineering with an Environmental Track (BSE); Civil Engineering (BSE), Engineering for a Sustainable World 
University of Kentucky KY Environmental and Sustainability Studies (BA); Sustainable Agriculture (BS) 
University of Missouri MO Agriculture with an Emphasis in Sustainable Agriculture (BS) 
University of San Diego CA Environmental Studies (BA) 
Source: The Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education21 
 
STUDENT DEMAND FOR AN SEE BACHELOR’S DEGREE 
Student interest in sustainability-focused bachelor’s degrees has especially driven the 
increase in the number of institutions developing these programs. Analyses of recent NCES 
statistics suggest that student demand has been and will continue to be a major driver of 
program creation into the future. While increasing job opportunities for those with degrees 
focused on sustainability (discussed in Section II) will play a role, the consistent growth in 
student demand in recent years suggests that the SEE bachelor’s program at the University 
of Dayton should have strong student interest.   
 
7 3%&#4#/#! 0’
Hanover turns to student completions data collected by the National Center for Education 
Statistics in analyzing student demand. Though indirect, this provides a useful indicator to 
gauge attitudes towards specific fields of students and programming options. The NCES uses 
a taxonomic system of numeric codes to classify higher education academic programs, 
                                                        
21 “Sustainability-Focused Baccalaureate Degree Programs,” Op. cit. 
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known as the Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP).22 All institutions of higher 
education nationwide submit degree completions data, classified by CIP code and academic 
award level, to the NCES’s Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS). The 
completions data analyzed in this report were drawn from IPEDS.23 There are several 
considerations that should be noted prior to assessing degree completions for programs in 
sustainability: 
  Slight modifications were made in 2010 to the NCES’ classification of programs from 
the 2000 version of the CIP taxonomy. Notably, a new CIP classification for 
“Sustainability Studies” was added providing a better indicator of student interest in 
sustainability-focused programs.24 While Hanover has turned to other CIP codes: for 
programs in environmental studies (03.0103), environmental science (03.0104), and 
natural resources and conservation (03.0101 and 03.0199) over the last five years,25 
those in sustainability studies can only be outlined for the last three. 
  Institutions classify their programs independently, meaning that two programs that 
are identical in all respects could hypothetically be classified under different CIP 
codes. For example, many institutions appear to have not yet begun to employ the 
new “Sustainability Studies” classification though in coming years it will likely be 
incorporated more fully. 
  Finally, completions data reported for the 2011-2012 academic year is preliminary in 
nature. While data reported for the 2007-2008 through the 2010-2011 years has 
been fully assessed and undergone “all NCES quality control procedures,” the 2011-
2012 data “have been edited but are subject to further NCES quality control 
procedures.” This preliminary data allows Hanover to provide, more up-to-date 
analysis of trends, even as the data continues to be prepared by IPEDS.26 
 
Year-to-year trends in completions are analyzed in terms of Compound Annual Growth Rate 
(CAGR), Average Annual Change (AAC), and Standard Deviation (STDEV). CAGR reflects the 
percentage growth that would occur each year if the same change occurred yearly between 
the first year and the final year. This measure offers an impression of a theoretical, steady 
growth rate by ignoring data presented during middle years. By contrast, AAC is determined 
by calculating the average numerical year-to-year difference, allowing for a better gauge of 
annual fluctuations. Standard deviation highlights the variation or ‘dispersion’ that exists 
from the AAC. It provides a metric to understand variance between the AAC and the actual 
year-to-year change. Utilizing all three allows measurement not only of the magnitude of 
completions growth, but also the consistency of growth over time. Note that the three 
                                                        
22 For more information, see “CIP 2010.” Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System. National Center for 
Education Statistics. http://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/cipcode/Default.aspx?y=55 
23 “Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System,” Op. cit. 
24 “CIP Code 30.3301: Sustainability Studies.” Classification of Instructional Programs. National Center for Education 
Statistics. http://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/cipcode/cipdetail.aspx?y=55&cipid=89257 
25 See “CIP Code 03.01.” Classification of Instructional Programs. National Center for Education Statistics. 
http://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/cipcode/cipdetail.aspx?y=55&cipid=88015 
26 “IPEDS Data Center.” Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System. National Center for Education Statistics. 
http://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/datacenter/login.aspx 
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metrics are calculated only when data for all five years are present, so as not to 
misrepresent trends. 
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As suggested above, demand for bachelor’s degree programs in environmental and 
sustainability fields appears to have grown steadily across the country in recent years. From 
2008 to 2012, yearly completions in these fields grew significantly. In 2008, only about 6,500 
students graduated from these types of bachelor’s programs, while by 2012 nearly 12,000 
completed bachelor’s degrees in these fields.  
 
This is outlined in more depth in Figure 1.6, below. The figure more specifically highlights 
the inclusion of the “Sustainability Studies” classification under which institutions might 
classify their programs, and highlights the strong increase in the number of graduates from 
such programs between 2010 and 2012. 
 
Figure 1.6: Nationwide Student Completions, 2008-2012 
PROGRAM TYPE 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 CAGR AAC  STDEV 
Environmental Science 2,216 2,621 3,166 3,808 4,534 NOPQR’ STOPS’ NNOPU’
Environmental Studies 3,299 3,374 4,114 4,806 5,696 NUPQR’ SOOPV’ VNNPU’
Natural Resources 
Conservation and 
Research, Other 
1 2 45 6 33 NVOPTR’ W’ VN’
Natural Resources/ 
Conservation, General 995 1,090 1,161 1,355 1,477 NXPUR’ NYXPS’ UQPN’
Sustainability Studies - - 15 130 253 1’ 1’ 1’
 Total 6,511 7,087 8,501 10,105 11,993 ! " #$%& ! ’( ) *#$& +, , #) &
Source: IPEDS 
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More specific completions trends at peer and competitor institutions further provide 
suggestion of increasing student interest in environmental and sustainability-focused 
programs. These institutions have all seen a steady increase in graduates from bachelor’s 
program of this type in recent years. Though this increase has been slightly lower than the 
overall national growth, it does provide further suggestion that the proposed SEE major at 
the University of Dayton would have a base of students interested in enrolling.  
 
Information on student completions at peer and competitor institutions is presented in 
Figure 1.7, on the following page. As evident in the figure, no peer or competitor institutions 
– despite offering sustainability-focused degrees – have classified their offerings within the 
“Sustainability Studies” classification group since this CIP code was introduced in 2010. 
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Figure 1.7: Student Completions at Peer and Competitor Institutions, 2008-2012 
PROGRAM TYPE 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 CAGR AAC  STDEV 
Environmental Science 233 208 248 327 419 NSPWR’ UQPS’ USPS’
Environmental Studies 216 209 280 301 354 NVPNR’ VUPS’ YOPO’
Natural Resources/ 
Conservation, General 88 72 96 108 139 NYPNR’ NYPW’ NTPO’
 Total 537 489 624 736 912 ! +#-%& . ( #, & , $&
Source: IPEDS 
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Regional and statewide trends in completions provide further indication of growing interest 
in environmental and sustainability-focused bachelor’s degrees. Hanover has analyzed more 
detailed completions data from the NCES-defined Great Lakes Region, which comprises 
Ohio along with Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and Wisconsin. While completions from 2008 to 
2012 within this region appear to have increased at a slightly slower rate than those 
nationally, they still suggest that students are taking increasing interest in these offerings 
with the University of Dayton’s region. Figure 1.8, below, presents these completions from 
2008 to 2012 within the Great Lakes Region. 
 
Figure 1.8: Student Completions within the Great Lakes Region, 2008-2012 
PROGRAM TYPE 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 CAGR AAC  STDEV 
Environmental Science 311 298 387 435 555 NSPQR’ QN’ UOPW’
Environmental Studies 373 348 432 487 584 NNPOR’ SYPW’ UTPU’
Natural Resources 
Conservation and 
Research, Other 
- - - 1 3 1’ XPW’ XPW’
Natural Resources/ 
Conservation, General 211 195 145 202 261 SPSR’ NYPS’ UTPN’
Sustainability Studies - - 8 22 23 1’ SPW’ SPT’
Total 895 841 972 1,147 1,426 ! - #+%& ! ( - #, & ! - *#$&
Source: IPEDS 
 
Within Ohio, student completions have seen relatively steady increase in recent years. 
Though these are relatively low, they do suggest that there is a potential market of students 
in a sustainability-focused program. This is outlined in Figure 1.9, which chronicles 
completions in programs of interest from 2008 to 2012. Currently, no institutions within the 
state classify programs under the newer “Sustainability Studies.” 
 
Figure 1.9: Student Completions within Ohio, 2008-2012 
PROGRAM TYPE 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 CAGR AAC  STDEV 
Environmental Science 52 57 67 98 128 YSPVR’ NO’ NNPQ’
Environmental Studies 127 110 132 133 147 VPTR’ S’ NUPT’
Natural Resources/ 
Conservation, General 23 15 30 43 41 NSPSR’ UPS’ OPW’
 Total 202 182 229 274 316 ! ! #, %& - , #$& - , #! &
Source: IPEDS  
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SECTION II: LABOR MARKET DEMAND FOR 
GRADUATES OF SUSTAINABILITY-FOCUSED 
DEGREES 
 
With growing interest in sustainable practices within both the public and private sectors, 
sustainability professionals are expected to be in high demand in the coming years. 
Graduates of a bachelor’s program in Sustainability, Energy, and the Environment would be 
especially well-placed to capitalize on this demand. Hanover’s research suggests that they 
would be well-qualified to fill a variety of positions in a range of fields, from higher 
education to natural resource industries.  
 
The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics has gone so far as to provide a detailed discussion of the 
concept of sustainability as well as a list of broad occupations in which sustainability is 
expected to become increasingly important.27 Furthermore, the U.S. Department of Labor 
has devoted a portion of its Occupational Information Network (O*NET) to discussing the 
development and expansion of the “green” economy.28 It especially focuses on providing 
information on the increase of positions requiring knowledge of sustainability and 
sustainable practices.29 
 
In this section, Hanover Research provides an overview of the current and projected labor 
market for graduates of a bachelor’s programs in Sustainability, Energy, and the 
Environment. Employment projections are provided by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 
(BLS) as well as individual departments of labor and employment operated by individual 
state governments. Along with projections, this section further turns to a variety of other 
indicators – including O*NET and job aggregators such as Indeed – to better understand the 
sustainability labor market.  
 
EMPLOYMENT PROJECTIONS METHODOLOGY 
Much like the NCES, with its CIP classification system to identify academic programs, the BLS 
maintains a classification system to identify occupations, classifying these occupations 
under Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) codes. In constructing labor market 
assessments, Hanover uses the CIP-SOC Crosswalk, provided by the NCES, which 
connections educational programs with related SOCs. Hanover has turned to the CIP codes 
employed in Section I: 03.0101, 03.0103, 03.0104, 03.0199, and 30.3301 in identifying 
related occupations.30 
 
                                                        
27 Hamilton, J. “Is a Sustainability Career on Your Green Horizon?” U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, August 31, 2012. 
http://www.bls.gov/green/sustainability/sustainability.htm 
28 “About O*NET.” Occupational Information Network. http://www.onetcenter.org/overview.html 
29 “The Green Economy.” Occupational Information Network. http://www.onetcenter.org/green.html 
30 “CIP 2010 Resources.” Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System. National Center for Education Statistics. 
http://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/cipcode/resources.aspx?y=55 
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The 2010 CIP to SOC Crosswalk identifies six occupations related to the relevant CIP codes at 
the bachelor’s degree level. These are: “Conservation Scientists;” “Environmental Science 
Teachers, Postsecondary;” “Environmental Scientists and Specialists, Including Health;” 
“Foresters;” “Forestry and Conservation Science Teachers, Postsecondary;” and 
“Postsecondary Teachers, All Other.”31 Three of the occupations identified: “Environmental 
Science Teachers, Postsecondary;” “Environmental Scientists and Specialists, Including 
Health;” and “Forestry and Conservation Science Teachers, Postsecondary;” were excluded 
as they typically require a doctoral or professional degrees. Another, “Foresters,” is not 
available for statewide projections. In general, employment outlook information for these 
programs is limited by the lack of projection specificity, as seen below, and there is no way 
to more specifically outline the employment outlook for the Dayton SEE bachelor’s. 
 
Figure 2.1, below, provides a basic overview of the three occupational groups analyzed in 
more depth for this report. While only indirect indicators of demand, as projections for 
these occupations are often broad, they do provide a baseline for a general discussion of 
employment prospects for graduates of a sustainability-focused bachelor’s program. 
 
Figure 2.1: Relevant Occupations by SOC Code 
CODE TITLE DESCRIPTION 
19-
1031 
Conservation 
scientists 
Manage, improve, and protect natural resources to maximize their use without 
damaging the environment. May conduct soil surveys and develop plans to 
eliminate soil erosion or to protect rangelands. May instruct farmers, 
agricultural production managers, or ranchers in best ways to use crop rotation, 
contour plowing, or terracing to conserve soil and water; in the number and 
kind of livestock and forage plants best suited to particular ranges; and in range 
and farm improvements, such as fencing and reservoirs for stock watering. 
,??CIE:DE=J9’9ZDH[ ?9I \’) ; =?’2; <I9:JDE=; <=IE]’" D<A9’3>; ?; A=IE]’! :DI I?D<B’
2; <I9:JDE=; <=IE 
19-
1032 Foresters 
Manage public and private forested lands for economic, recreational, and 
conservation purposes. May inventory the type, amount, and location of 
standing timber, appraise the timber's worth, negotiate the purchase, and draw 
up contracts for procurement. May determine how to conserve wildlife habitats, 
creek beds, water quality, and soil stability, and how best to comply with 
environmental regulations. May devise plans for planting and growing new 
trees, monitor trees for healthy growth, and determine optimal harvesting 
schedules. ,??CIE:DE=J9’9ZDH[ ?9I \’%=HM9:’7 D<DA9H9<E’) [ 9>=D?=IE]’( ; :9IE’
3>; ?; A=IE]’3<J=:; <H9<ED?’6:; E9>E=; <’( ; :9IE9: 
19-
2041 
Environmental 
scientists and 
specialists, 
including 
health 
Conduct research or perform investigation for the purpose of identifying, 
abating, or eliminating sources of pollutants or hazards that affect either the 
environment or the health of the population. Using knowledge of various 
scientific disciplines, may collect, synthesize, study, report, and recommend 
action based on data derived from measurements or observations of air, food, 
soil, water, and other sources. ,??CIE:DE=J9’9ZDH[ ?9I \’$ DE9:’6; ??CE=; <’)>=9<E=IE]’
&9D?E8’3<J=:; <H9<ED?=IE]’&D^ D:B; CI ’)CMIED<>9I ’)>=9<E=IE 
Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics32 
                                                        
31 Ibid. 
32 “2010 SOC Major Groups.” Bureau of Labor Statistics. http://www.bls.gov/soc/major_groups.htm   
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NATIONAL EMPLOYMENT PROJECTIONS 
To provide a broad sense of the labor market developments for graduates of sustainability-
focused degree programs, Hanover provides an overview of nationwide employment 
projections. Though limited these give basic indication of labor market demand for 
graduates of Dayton’s SEE program. National employment projections between 2010 and 
2020 are presented in Figure 2.2, below. 
 
Figure 2.2: National Employment Projections, 2010-2020 
OCCUPATION SOC CODE 
EMPLOYMENT PROJECTED CHANGE 
TOTAL JOB OPENINGS DUE 
TO GROWTH AND 
REPLACEMENT NEEDS 
AVG. 
ANNUAL JOB 
OPENINGS 2010 2020 # % 
Conservation 
Scientists 
19-
1031 23,400 24,600 1,200 5.2% 4,000 400 
Foresters 19-1032 11,500 12,000 500 4.7% 1,900 190 
Environmental 
Scientists and 
Specialists, 
including health 
19-
2041 89,400 106,100 16,700 18.7% 43,200 4,320 
Total 124,300 142,700 18,400 14.8% 49,100 4,910 
Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 
 
The figure suggests relatively average growth for the three occupations, as they are 
projected to increase in size at roughly the national average for all occupations of 14.3 
percent.33 Nearly 20,000 new employment opportunities are expected to be created across 
the occupations. This appears to be especially driven by the creation of jobs in the 
“Environmental Scientists and Specialists, including health,” occupation category. In total, 
there should be nearly 50,000 job openings due to growth as well as replacement needs 
through 2020. 
 
REGIONAL AND STATE EMPLOYMENT PROJECTIONS 
Employment projections for the NCES-defined Great Lakes Region (Illinois, Indiana, 
Michigan, Ohio, and Wisconsin), outlined in Figure 2.3, on the following page, suggest that 
employment opportunities within specified occupations are developing slightly more slowly 
regionally than they are in other parts of the country. Despite this, there is still suggestion 
that over 4,000 jobs in sustainability-focused fields will become available through 2020. The 
number of opportunities within the region is likely much larger considering the imprecise 
nature of these projections and the fact that the occupations identified through the CIP-SOC 
crosswalk are not the only ones that will likely need individuals with qualifications and 
knowledge of sustainability. 
 
  
                                                        
33 “Employment by major occupational group.” Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
http://www.bls.gov/emp/ep_table_101.htm 
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Figure 2.3: Great Lakes Region Employment Projections, 2010-2020 
OCCUPATION SOC CODE 
EMPLOYMENT PROJECTED CHANGE TOTAL JOB 
OPENINGS DUE TO 
GROWTH AND 
REPLACEMENT NEEDS 
AVG. 
ANNUAL 
JOB 
OPENINGS 
2010 2020 # % 
Conservation 
scientists 
19-
1031 2,302  2,404  102  4.4% 380 38 
Foresters* 19-1032 998  1,019  15  1.5% 130 13  
Environmental 
scientists and 
specialists, 
including health 
19-
2041 8,068  9,180  1,113  13.8% 3,500 350 
Total 11,368  12,603  1,230  10.8% 4,010 401  
Source: Illinois Department of Employment Security;34 Indiana Department of Workforce Development;35 Michigan 
Department of Technology, Management, and Budget;36 Ohio Department of Job and Family Services;37 Wisconsin 
Department of Workforce Development38 
* Based on projections from four of the five states in the region: Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and Wisconsin. 
 
Regional employment projections do provide strong indication that – as with national 
projections – environmental scientists and specialists will be in high demand through 2020 
as compared to other employment opportunities. This is true of more focused, statewide 
projections presented in Figure 2.4. These are especially limited as Ohio only provides 
projections for two of the occupations identified in the crosswalk. Like regional, and even 
national projections, they are likely not representative of the total employment 
opportunities for graduates of sustainability-focused bachelor’s degree, but do provide a 
strong base through which to discuss employment opportunities. 
 
Figure 2.4: Ohio Employment Projections, 2010-2020 
OCCUPATION SOC CODE 
EMPLOYMENT PROJECTED CHANGE TOTAL JOB OPENINGS 
DUE TO GROWTH AND 
REPLACEMENT NEEDS 
AVG. 
ANNUAL 
JOB 
OPENINGS 2010 2020 # % 
Conservation 
Scientists 
19-
1031 370 370 0 0% 40 4 
Environmental 
Scientists/Specialists, 
including Health 
19-
2041 2,590 2,900 310 12% 1,080 108 
Total 2,960  3,270  310  10.5% 1,120 112 
Source: Ohio Department of Job and Family Services39 
                                                        
34 “Employment Projections.” Illinois Department of Employment Security. 
http://www.ides.illinois.gov/page.aspx?item=911 
35 “Occupational Projections (Long Term).” Indiana Department of Workforce Development. 
http://www.hoosierdata.in.gov/dpage.asp?id=39&view_number=2&menu_level=smenu4&panel_number=2 
36 “The Future.” Michigan Department of Technology, Management and Budget. 
http://milmi.org/?PAGEID=67&SUBID=177 
37 “Ohio Job Outlook.” Ohio Department of Jobs and Family Services. http://ohiolmi.com/proj/OhioJobOutlook.htm 
38 “Occupational Projections.” Wisconsin Department of Workforce Development. 
http://worknet.wisconsin.gov/worknet/daoccprj.aspx?menuselection=da 
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OTHER LABOR MARKET INDICATORS 
In addition to the occupational projections above, Hanover has turned to other labor 
market indicators to better gauge the employment market for graduates of Dayton’s 
proposed program. These alternative indicators include information drawn from O*NET’s 
investigations into the growth of a “green” economy, as well as the job posting aggregator 
Indeed’s trend analysis tool. These allow further investigation into the demand for 
sustainability professionals as well as a better sense of potential occupations in which these 
professionals might find success. 
 
#_- 3%’! " 33- ’32#- #7 0’,- (#" 7 +%,#- ’’
As discussed above, the Occupational Information Network has devoted a portion of its 
website for an assessment of the “green” economy and emerging occupations within it.40 
O*NET’s researchers have identified 217 occupations that will increasingly incorporate more 
“green” and sustainable aspects.41, 42 The occupations have been divided into three 
separate categories of “green” occupations:43 
 
  Green Increased Demand Occupations: The impact of green economy activities and 
technologies is an increase in the employment demand for an existing occupation. 
However, this impact does not entail significant changes in the work and worker 
requirements of the occupation. The work context may change, but the tasks 
themselves do not. 
  Green Enhanced Skills Occupations: The impact of green economy activities and 
technologies results in a significant change to the work and worker requirements of 
an existing O*NET-SOC occupation. This impact may or may not result in an increase 
in employment demand for the occupation. The essential purposes of the 
occupation remain the same, but tasks, skills, knowledge, and external elements, 
such as credentials, have been altered. 
  Green New and Emerging Occupations: The impact of green economy activities and 
technologies is sufficient to create the need for unique work and worker 
requirements, which results in the generation of a new occupation relative to the 
O*NET taxonomy. This new occupation could be entirely novel or "born" from an 
existing occupation. 
 
                                                                                                                                                                     
39 “Ohio Job Outlook,” Op. cit. 
40 “The Green Economy,” Op. cit. 
41 Two reports have been published on the development of O*NET’s occupational lists for the first, see Dierdorff, E. et 
al., “Greening of the World of Work: Implications for O*NET-SOC and New and Emerging Occupations.” 
Occupational Information Network. U.S. Department of Labor, February 12, 2009, pp. 1-149. 
http://www.onetcenter.org/dl_files/Green.pdf 
42 For the second report, see Dierdorff, E. et al. “Greening of the World of Work: Revisiting Occupational 
Consequences.” Occupational Information Network. U.S. Department of Labor, December 9, 2011, pp. 1-79. 
http://www.onetcenter.org/dl_files/Green2.pdf 
43 “The Green Economy,” Op. cit. 
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The 217 occupations listed by O*NET can further be broken down within 11 different 
employment sectors. This is highlighted in Figure 2.5, which provides information on the 
“green” occupations within the governmental and regulatory administration sector. The 
figure further divides occupations by category and provides the O*NET-SOC occupational 
code assigned to each occupation. This classification taxonomy is based around broader SOC 
classification codes alongside more specifically O*NET identified occupations. In total it 
consists of 1,110 occupations, whereas the SOC taxonomy lists only 840.44 
 
Figure 2.5: “Green” Governmental and Regulatory Administration Occupations 
CATEGORY CODE OCCUPATION 
Green Enhanced Skills 23-1022.00 Arbitrators, Mediators, and Conciliators 
Green Enhanced Skills 47-4011.00 Construction and Building Inspectors 
Green Enhanced Skills 17-2081.00 Environmental Engineers 
Green Enhanced Skills 13-2051.00 Financial Analysts 
Green Enhanced Skills 51-9061.00 Inspectors, Testers, Sorters, Samplers, and Weighers 
Green Enhanced Skills 17-2161.00 Nuclear Engineers 
Green Enhanced Skills 19-1031.01 Soil and Water Conservationists 
Green Enhanced Skills 53-6051.07 
Transportation Vehicle, 
Equipment and Systems 
Inspectors, Except Aviation 
Green Enhanced Skills 19-3051.00 Urban and Regional Planners 
Green Increased Demand 45-2011.00 Agricultural Inspectors 
Green New & Emerging 11-1011.03 Chief Sustainability Officers 
Green New & Emerging 11-9199.02 Compliance Managers 
Green New & Emerging 13-1199.01 Energy Auditors 
Green New & Emerging 11-9199.01 Regulatory Affairs Managers 
Green New & Emerging 13-1041.07 Regulatory Affairs Specialists 
Green New & Emerging 13-1199.05 Sustainability Specialists 
Green New & Emerging 19-3099.01 Transportation Planners 
Source: Occupational Information Network45 
 
The figure highlights a variety of potential occupations for graduates of Dayton’s 
prospective SEE major. Occupational groups such as “Chief Sustainability Officers” and 
“Sustainability Specialists” are especially suggestive as potential employment opportunities.  
 
In the attached workbook Hanover has included a broader breakdown of “green” 
occupations. While this still does not necessarily provide a focused list of occupations for 
graduates of Dayton’s SEE program, it does provide a reasonably comprehensive list of 
potential occupational options for sustainability professionals. 
 
’
                                                        
44 “The O*NET-SOC Taxonomy.” Occupational Information Network. http://www.onetcenter.org/taxonomy.html 
45 “Governmental and Regulatory Administration: Green Economy Sector.” Occupational Information Network. 
http://www.onetonline.org/find/green?n=6&g=Go 
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Job posting descriptions provide one avenue through which to analyze positions and skills 
that are currently in demand. In order to best quantify these Hanover Research has turned 
to the job trends calculator developed by the job posting aggregator Indeed. This tool 
presents the relative percentage growth in number of listings for individual search terms.46 
Figure 2.6, below, presents the resulting graph from a trend search of the term 
“Sustainability”: 
 
Figure 2.6: Indeed.com Job Keyword Trends 
 
Source: Indeed47 
 
The number of job postings on Indeed.com mentioning “sustainability” appears to have 
increased substantially since the mid-2000s. Though inexact – as it is unclear how 
“sustainability” is necessarily related to a posting – the growth in postings mentioning 
“sustainability” does highlight the growing demand for these offerings that employment 
projections and O*NET listings also suggest.  
 
 
                                                        
46 “Job Trends.” Indeed. http://www.indeed.com/jobtrends 
47 “’Sustainability’ Job Trends.” Indeed. 
http://www.indeed.com/jobtrends?q=%22Sustainability%22&l=Dayton%2C+OH&relative=1 
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SECTION III: COMPETITOR PROFILES 
 
In this section, Hanover Research provides more in-depth analyses of three programs 
offered by competitors – Hofstra University, the University of Kentucky, and Miami 
University (Ohio) – of the University of Dayton that align closely with the Sustainability, 
Energy, and the Environment programs currently being considered by the institution. The 
analyses specifically focus on the curricula of the three programs, providing a strong idea of 
how similar offerings are structured. This section further highlights two other programs 
offered by competitors within Ohio that also partially align with the proposed SEE program. 
 
These five institutions are outlined in Figure 3.1, below. As noted, more general outlines of 
similar competitor and peer offerings are included in the attached Excel workbook. 
 
Figure 3.1: Competitor and Peer Institution Programs Similar to Proposed SEE Degree* 
INSTITUTION NAME STATE PROGRAM 
Hofstra University NY Sustainability Studies (BA or BS) 
University of Kentucky KY Environmental and Sustainability Studies (BA) 
Miami University OH Sustainability (Co-Major) 
Ohio State University OH Environment, Economy, Development, and Sustainability (BA) 
Xavier University OH Economics, Sustainability & Society (BA) 
Source: The Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education, Institutional Websites 
* Those in bold receive more in-depth profiles below. 
 
HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY – SUSTAINABILITY STUDIES MAJOR 
Hofstra University launched a Sustainability Studies Major program in fall 2012.48 The major 
provides students with an introduction to “global environmental issues,” particularly those 
that face “suburban and urban areas.”49 Students can earn either a Bachelor of Arts or 
Bachelor of Science in the interdisciplinary course of study, offered by the Department of 
Geology, Environment and Sustainability. Students also have the option of earn a minor in 
Sustainability Studies.50 
 
2* " " ,2* / * 7 ’
In outlining the curriculum of the Sustainability Studies major at Hofstra University, Hanover 
Research has focused on the requirements for the Bachelor of Science as it appears to more 
closely correlate with the proposed degree at the University of Dayton. This program 
requires more in-depth coursework in mathematics and science than the Bachelor of Arts 
                                                        
48 “Hofstra Launches Sustainability Studies.” Press Release, Hofstra University, December 5, 2012. 
http://www.noodls.com/viewNoodl/16858708/hofstra-university/hofstra-launches-sustainability-studies 
49 “B.A. Major in Sustainability Studies.” Hofstra University. 
http://bulletin.hofstra.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=65&poid=6622 
50 “Programs.” Sustainability Studies. Hofstra University. 
http://www.hofstra.edu/academics/colleges/hclas/geol/sbly/sbly_prog.html 
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program, while still requiring students to have a strong grounding in a liberal arts base. 
Specifically, the program requires:51 
1. Completion of 60 semester hours (s.h.) of course work: consisting of 18 s.h. of 
required courses in sustainability, geology, geography, and technology and public 
policy (the Sustainability Core); 19 s.h. of science requirements; 8 s.h. of 
mathematics requirements; and 15 s.h. of electives. 
2. At least 15 s.h. must be completed in-residence. 
3. At least 65 s.h. must be completed in liberal arts course work. The humanities and 
social science electives must be satisfied with approved distribution courses: 
o Composition 1 - Semester Hours: 3-6 
o Composition 2 - Semester Hours: 3 
o Humanities Electives - Semester Hours: 6 
o Social Science Electives - Semester Hours: 6 
 
Figure 3.2 provides a more in-depth outline of the course requirements necessary to 
complete the B.S. program in Sustainability Studies at Hofstra University. 
 
Figure 3.2: Curricular Requirements for Hofstra’s B.S. in Sustainabilty Studies 
COURSES REQUIRED SEMESTER HOURS 
Sustainability Core 18 
Introduction to Sustainability Studies 3 
Issues in Urban and Suburban Sustainability 3 
Seminar on Sustainability 3 
Sustainability Studio 3 
Introduction to Geographic Information Systems 3 
Science Requirements 19 
General Chemistry I 3 
General Chemistry Laboratory I 1 
Foundations of Inorganic Chemistry 3 
Foundations of Inorganic Chemistry Laboratory 1 
Introductory Cell Biology and Genetics 4 
Animal Form and Function 4 
Planet Earth 3 
Mathematics Requirements 8 
Precalculus 4 
Analytic Geometry and Calculus I 4 
Analytic Geometry and Calculus II 4 
Elective Courses 15 
Total Hours Required 60 
Source: Hofstra University52 
  
                                                        
51 Taken verbatim from “B.S. Major in Sustainability Studies.” Hofstra University. 
http://bulletin.hofstra.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=65&poid=6623 
52 Ibid. 
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UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY – ENVIRONMENTAL AND SUSTAINABILITY STUDIES MAJOR 
The University of Kentucky has recently developed a major in Environmental and 
Sustainability Studies (ENS) that will enroll its first students in fall 2013.53 The program is 
offered both as a “stand-alone degree or as a second Major with any other department of 
discipline-specific B.A. or B.S. degree,” and is designed as “a means by which humanities and 
social science students can obtain a basic understanding of natural and physical science 
content relevant to a broad range of environmental and sustainability topics.”54 
 
2* " " ,2* / * 7 ’
Kentucky’s ENS major requires:55 
18 credits of core courses and 24 credits of electives from courses organized in the 
Areas of Economics, Environment, and Society. In order to ensure depth of 
knowledge and expertise 15 credits of courses will be taken within one Area. To 
provide breadth of knowledge, six credits of courses will be taken in a second Area 
and three credits of courses in the third Area. This requirement is called the “5:2:1 
Rule” to indicate how many three-credit elective courses the students would take in 
the three Areas.  The Areas were selected in recognition that any type of 
sustainable activity, resource, or product must balance economic, environmental, 
and social considerations. 
 
The program further allows for individual students to self-design “thematic concentrations” 
that correlate more specifically to their interests. These are ideally “in areas that are of 
particular interest to participating faculty who could serve as mentors during a student’s 
time in the Program.” Examples of potential thematic concentrations include:56 
  Environmental Journalism, 
  Resources and Products, 
  Global Climate Change, 
  Renewable Energy, or 
  Environmental History. 
 
To more fully outline curricular requirements, Figure 3.3, on the following page, provides a 
breakdown of the curriculum by core and elective courses. 
 
  
                                                        
53 Geegan, S. “A&S Offers New Major: BA in Environmental and Sustainability Studies.” Press Release, University of 
Kentucky, January 30, 2013. http://uknow.uky.edu/content/offers-new-major-ba-environmental-and-
sustainability-studies’
54 “Program Description.” Environmental and Sustainability Studies. University of Kentucky. 
https://ens.as.uky.edu/program-description 
55 Ibid. 
56 “Thematic Concentrations.” Environmental and Sustainability Studies. University of Kentucky. 
https://ens.as.uky.edu/thematic-concentrations-0 
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Figure 3.3: Curricular Requirements for the University of Kentucky’s ENS Major 
COURSES REQUIRED CREDIT HOURS 
Core Courses 18 
Environmental & Sustainability Studies I 3 
Environmental & Sustainability Studies II 3 
Intermediate Writing 3 
Special Topics in Environmental Studies 3 
Environmental Ethics 3 
Senior Seminar in ENS 3 
Elective Requirements 24 
Area of Expertise I (Select focus in Economics, Environment, or Society) 15 
Area of Expertise II (Select focus in Economics, Environment, or Society) 6 
Area of Expertise III (Select focus in Economics, Environment, or Society) 3 
Total Hours Required 42 
Source: University of Kentucky57 
 
MIAMI UNIVERSITY (OHIO) – SUSTAINABILITY CO-MAJOR 
In September 2011, Miami University approved a co-major in Sustainability. This major 
program must be paired with a primary major, and provides students with the ability to add 
“emphasis on sustainability concepts and applications, and a 21st century perspective on 
human-nature interactions in understanding environmental patterns and processes” into 
their studies.58 This program is one of two that Miami offers focusing on environmental 
issues; the other is a co-major in Environmental Science.59 
 
2* " " ,2* / * 7 ’
The Sustainability co-major requires between 38 and 43 credit hours for completion; these 
credits may also count for a primary major. Program coursework is organized under a 
variety of different thematic sections, providing students a wide range of knowledge in the 
sciences as well as the social sciences and humanities. Figure 3.4, on the following page, 
provides a broad outline of the program requirements and further highlights various 
courses on offer through it. 
 
  
                                                        
57 “Coursework Checklist: B.A. in Environmental & Sustainability Studies.” Environmental and Sustainability Studies. 
University of Kentucky. https://ens.as.uky.edu/sites/default/files/majorchecklist.pdf 
58 “Miami Approves New ‘Sustainability’ Co-Major.” News. Miami University, September 23, 2011. 
http://www.units.muohio.edu/sustainability/learning/undergraduate-programsmiami-approves-new-
sustainability-co-major 
59 “Sustainability Co-major.” Miami University. http://www.cas.miamioh.edu/ies/sustainability.html 
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Figure 3.4: Curricular Requirement for the Miami Sustainability Co-Major 
COURSES REQUIRED CREDIT HOURS 
Required Introductory Experience 3 
 Introduction to Sustainability 
Foundations to Sustainability 10-11 
Ecological Dimensions (1 course) 
 Plants, Humanity, and Environment 
 Environmental Biology 
 Ecology of North America 
Physical Dimensions (1 course) 
 Earth’s Physical Environment 
 Environmental Geology and Understanding the Earth Lab 
Social Dimensions (1 course) 
 Ideas of Western Architecture 
 Peoples of the World 
 Economic Perspectives on Inequality in America 
 Principles of Micro-Economics 
 Global Forces, Local Diversity 
 Public Administration 
Integrative Perspectives 24-29 
Natural Resources & Ecosystems (3 courses) 
Social Systems and Human Landscape (3 courses) 
Environmental Measures and Metrics (1 course) 
Required Project-Based Synthesis (1 course) 
Total Required Hours 38-43 
Source: Miami University60 
  
                                                        
60 Ibid. 
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Hanover Research is committed to providing a work product that meets or exceeds partner 
expectations. In keeping with that goal, we would like to hear your opinions regarding our 
reports. Feedback is critically important and serves as the strongest mechanism by which we 
tailor our research to your organization. When you have had a chance to evaluate this 
report, please take a moment to fill out the following questionnaire. 
 
http://www.hanoverresearch.com/evaluation/index.php 
 
 
CAVEAT 
 
The publisher and authors have used their best efforts in preparing this brief. The publisher 
and authors make no representations or warranties with respect to the accuracy or 
completeness of the contents of this brief and specifically disclaim any implied warranties of 
fitness for a particular purpose. There are no warranties which extend beyond the 
descriptions contained in this paragraph. No warranty may be created or extended by 
representatives of Hanover Research or its marketing materials. The accuracy and 
completeness of the information provided herein and the opinions stated herein are not 
guaranteed or warranted to produce any particular results, and the advice and strategies 
contained herein may not be suitable for every partner. Neither the publisher nor the 
authors shall be liable for any loss of profit or any other commercial damages, including but 
not limited to special, incidental, consequential, or other damages. Moreover, Hanover 
Research is not engaged in rendering legal, accounting, or other professional services. 
Partners requiring such services are advised to consult an appropriate professional. 
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Appendix M. 
Development and Review Timeline 
 
  
January 11, 2016 - The “Major Working Group” is formed consisting of members across academic units 
who had been active in the Sustainability, Energy and the Environment Initiative. Katie Schoenenberger, 
SEE Minor Coordinator and Beth Harrison, Associate Director, LTC, co-led the “Major Working Group” 
  
January 1, 2017 - The Sustainability Studies Program is established. Dr. Rebecca Potter is appointed the 
Sustainability Program director and is tasked to lead the “Major Planning Working Group,” as Katie 
Schoenenberger assumes broader duties as part of the Hanley Sustainability Institute.  
  
March 10, 2017 - Review of the Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Arts degrees with the Sustainability 
Program Director and Jason Reinoehl, Vice President for Strategic Enrollment Management and Danielle 
Poe, Associate Dean for Curriculum and Academic Outcomes. Enrollment predictions discussed. 
Suggestions made concerning student recruitment into the major and the timeline for accepting new 
students.  
 
November 15, 2017­  First review of the Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Arts degrees with the 
Sustainability Program Director at CAS Science Subcouncil Meeting. Suggestions made concerning the 
requirements for the Bachelor of Science degree. Members include Wiebke Diestelkamp, Chair of 
Mathematics, John Erdei, Chair of Physics, Daniel Goldman, Chair of Geology, David Johnson, Chair of 
Chemistry,, Mark Nielsen, Chair of Biology, Kathleen Scheltens, Pre-Medicine Program Director, Mehdi 
Zargham, Chair of Computer Science. 
 
December 6, 2017 - Second review of the Bachelor of Science degree in Sustainability with the 
Sustainability Program Director at Science Chair Meeting. Members include Wiebke Diestelkamp, Chair 
of Mathematics, John Erdei, Chair of Physics, Daniel Goldman, Chair of Geology, David Johnson, Chair 
of Chemistry,, Mark Nielsen, Chair of Biology, Kathleen Scheltens, Pre-Medicine Program Director, 
Mehdi Zargham, Chair of Computer Science. 
 
December 11, 2017 - Major Planning Working Group Course Workshop. Attendees included Diana Cuy 
Castellanos, Phyllis Bergiel, Ryan McEwan, Robert Brecha, Shuang-Ye Wu, Vincent Miller 
 
December 14, 2017 - Open Forum to review and discuss the Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Arts 
degrees.  Attendees included Tony Talbott, Barbara John, Carl Friese, Chelse Prather, Don Pair, Denise 
Taylor, Jeffrey Kavanaugh, Joe Valenzano, Karen Abney Korn, Kelly Bohrer, Kevin Hallinan, Kimberly 
Trick, Leslie King, Malcolm Daniels, Mary Dillon, Patrick Williams, Ryan McEwan, Robert Brecha, Suki 
Kwon, Shuang-Ye Wu, Viorel Paslaru, Vincent Miller.  
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December 20, 2017 - Review of the Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Arts degrees with the 
Sustainability Program Director and Larry Burnley, Vice President for Diversity and Inclusion. 
Discussion focused on the review of the program learning goals and strategies for promoting diversity and 
inclusion both in the classroom and through experiential learning efforts integrated into the design of each 
major.  
 
January 24, 2018 - Review of the Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Arts degrees with the 
Sustainability Program Director and the Humanities Subcouncil. Members include Rebecca Whisnant, 
Philosophy Department Chair; Andy Slade, English Department Chair; Aili Bresnahan, Humanities 
Common Coordinator; Dan Thompson, Religious Studies Department Chair; Francisco Penas-Bermejo, 
Global Languages and Cultures Department Chair; Juan Santamarina, History Department Chair; Laura 
Hume, Director of Prelaw Program;  Natalie Hudson, Interim Chair, Director of Human Rights Studies 
Program; Sandra Yocum, Religious Studies Associate Professor; Bill Trollinger, Director of Core 
Integrated Studies Program. Suggestions made and approval given.  
 
January 31, 2018 - Review of the Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Arts degrees with the 
Sustainability Program Director and CAS Social Science Subcouncil. Members include Leslie Picca, 
Chair of Department of Sociology, Anthropology, and Social Work; Tony Talbott, Director of Advocacy, 
Human Rights Center; Christopher Agnew, Director, International Studies Program; Donald Pair, 
Associate Dean for Interdisciplinary Research and Experiential Initiatives; Grant Neely, Political Science 
Department Chair; Lee Dixon, Psychology Department Chair; Laura Hume, Director of Pre-law Program; 
Martha Hurley, Director, Criminal Justice Program; Natalie Hudson, Interim Chair, Director of Human 
Rights Studies Program; Roger Reeb, Roesch Chair in the Social Sciences. Suggestions made and 
approval given.  
 
February 12, 2018 - Open Forum to review and discuss the Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Arts 
degrees.  Attendees included Allen McGrew, Barbara John, Bobbi Sutherland, Carl Friese, Diana Cuy 
Castellanos, Denise Taylor, Felix Fernando, Kelly Kissock, Kevin Hallinan, Leanne Jablonski, Leslie 
King, Rebecca Blust, Ryan McEwan, Sean Falkowski, Umesh Haritashya, Viorel Paslaru, Zelalem 
Bedaso. 
 
March 9, 2018­  Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science degrees approved by the Sustainability 
Program Major Planning Working Group. Members include Robert Brecha, Research Director for the 
Hanley Sustainability Institute; Diana Cuy Castellanos, Health and Sport Science Assistant Professor; 
Kevin Hallinan, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Professor; Jeanne Holcomb, Sociology Associate 
Professor; Glenna Jennings, Art and Design Assistant Professor; Felix Fernando Hanley Sustainability 
Institute Lecturer; Ryan McEwan, Environmental Biology Program Director; Vincent Miller, Gudorf 
Chair in Catholic Theology and Culture; Shuang-Ye Wu, Geology Associate Professor.  
 
March 14, 2018 - Review of the Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Arts degrees with the Sustainability 
Program Director and Robert Liang, Chair of the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering and 
Engineering Mechanics. Discussion concerning teaching and curricular integration with the BS degree. 
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5March 14, 2018­  Review of the Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Arts degrees with the Sustainability 
Program Director and Tony Caporale, Chair of Department of Economics and Finance. Discussion of 
teaching capacity for courses in the BA and BS degrees. 
 
March 14, 2018 - Along with Assoc. Dean, Danielle Poe, third review of the Bachelor of Science degree 
by the CAS Science Sub-committee. General approval of the revised degree (as approved by the Major 
Working Group) was accepted.  
 
April 28, 2018 - Full CAS Academic Affairs Committee approved each major.  
 
Aug 1­ October 15, 2018 - Preparation of Senate Proposal for the Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of 
Arts degrees.  
 
October 15, 2018 - Complete draft proposals submitted to the College of Arts and Science. After review, 
CAS delivers proposals to the University Provost.  
 
December 4, 2018 - Feedback provided from Provost Benson. Steps taken to address feedback, including 
the change in name of both degrees to “Sustainability.” General support for each major is given. 
 
December 6, 2018 -  Review of the Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Arts degrees with the 
Sustainability Program Director and Danielle Poe, Associate Dean for Curriculum and Academic 
Outcomes, and Ben McCall, Executive Director of Hanley Sustainability Institute. Provost Benson’s 
suggestions discussed and acted upon.  
 
December 11, 2018 - Associate Dean Poe consulted with Hideo Tsuchida, Director of Institutional 
Partnerships and Program Development regarding the feasibility of eventually creating a Sinclair 
Academy partnership for Sinclair College students to enter into the BA and BS degrees. Analysis and 
feedback provided (in Senate Report). 
 
January 3, 2019 - Proposal submitted to Academic Senate. 
 
February 8, 2019 - Change of Name Approved by Sustainability Program Advisory Committee. 
 
February 12, 2019 - Change of Name Approved by Full CAS Academic Affairs Committee. 
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